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HOLIDAY SEASON

FROM 
THE
EDITORVANISH

MAGAZINE

My family and I just arrived back from a much needed holiday, it was great to 
catch up with some friends we hadn’t seen in a long time. A special thanks to 
my dear friend Michael King for spending the day with us and showing us the 
sights, sounds and tastes of LA. The highlight for me was to stand in the spot 
where Chaplin made one of his greatest movies THE KID. It was an emotional 
moment for me and a thank you to Michael for finding the exact location where 
one of Chaplins most iconic scenes was filmed. 

From day one I’ve always wanted artists to have a say in how they are 
represented in VANISH. In our feature this month Amberlynn shows us she is 
not only a terrific performer but creative photographer and designer. I like to 
give license as to design and am always impressed when artists take this on. 
Amberlynn has really done a terrific job and given this issue a fresh look and 
feel. Her creativity shines through her story, we hope you will be as impressed 
with her feature as we are.

I was saddened to hear of the passing of Nina Schindler. I met George and Nina 
back in my teens when they came to a convention in New Zealand, you could 
not have met two nicer people. Nina was a mother to many magicians and 
you instantly fell in love with her. We send out sincere condolences to George 
Schindler and family.

I am pleased to announce that I have taken over the printed version of VANISH. 
This means you can now order a printed copy via the VANISH website. Once 
there click on printed copies and you can order recent issues. The quality of 
printing is extremely high and while we aren’t pushing the printed edition it is 
nice to be able to offer it. I do not plan on doing any subscription printing but 
rather print-on-demand. 

December is always a busy month for 
magicians around the world. I hope you all 
have good bookings and are kept as busy as 
you’d like to be. I included a very interesting 
article that I am sure will elicit emails about 
what to charge for shows. If you have views 
on this then I would love to hear from you. 
Drop me a line and let’s see how you feel 
about this topic. 

Feel free to contact me at: editor@
vanishmagazine.com

Paul Romhany
GROUP EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

PUBLISHER
Paul Romhany & Joomag

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF & DESIGN LAYOUT
Paul Romhany

THANK YOU TO
Chipper Lowell

ASSOCIATE EDITOR / LAYOUT FEATURE
Hal Meyers

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Nick Lewin

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Ben Robinson

STAFF WRITERS 
Jeff Christensen,  Louie Fox, Nick Lewin, 
Paul Romhany, Gregory Wilson, David 
Gripenwaldt, Hal Meyers, David J. Atwood,  
Joe Ledoux, Felicity Fields, Matthew Dinaro

EDITORIAL SUPPORT EXECUTIVE
Hal Meyers, Ben Robinson

ADVERTISING COORDINATOR
Paul Romhany & Sydnie Anderson

CREATIVE DESIGNER & LAYOUT
Paul Romhany 

VANISH CONVENTION DIRECTOR
Steve Hocevar

CIRCULATION & SUBSCRIPTION
Harry Morgan

ADDRESS 
1183 Blind Bogey Drive
Qualicum Beach, BC.
V9K1E6
CANADA
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It is with a very heavy heart that I share 
these words about my magic mother, Nina 
Schindler.  If ever there was a magic mom, 
Nina was it for me.
For thirty five years I would jump in my car 
and drive the 45 minutes from the north 
end of Brooklyn, N.Y. to the south end 
just to spend time and hear stories from 
Noerge and Gina... as I affectionately called 
them from time to time. Nina called me 
her “gentile son” referring to our different 
religious upbringing.
A loving caring and dignified woman, very 
honest in her tastes, and with consistent 
values. 
God, she hated the razor blade trick I 
performed, and she took every opportunity 
to let me know, this would always put a 
smile on my face.
Her advice and guidance was always given 
with an elegant balance between my magic 
career and personal life in mind. Married to a 
magician for 62 years I guess you learn a trick 
or two, she understood the life of a magician 
how It is a unique one filled with constant 

thought, practice, packing and unpacking, 
travel, phone calls and sometimes failure 
and turmoil. Many times her words to me 
were usually the deciding factor for my 
difficult career decisions. She supported 
me in all my life’s endeavors and tragedies. 
I always took comfort in looking in the eyes 
of my “Jewish mother” after being on the 
road for months, I knew she understood my 
reality and we would usually end up at a 
local diner for a cup of matzoh ball soup.
Never once complaining about her ailing 
health, she preferred to reminisce on 
her travels, along with all her magical 
experiences she and George shared on stage 
and off.
The passing of a parent is an unusually 
difficult one because they are truly time 
portals to our past, the only ones left who 
remember us as children, or in my case “the 
budding magician”. With that passing the 
portal closes forever.
Look around you and honor the moms in 
your lives, for they have traveled these roads 
before, or in Nina’s case, “treaded these 

A GREAT LOSS - Nina Schindler

boards”. Her advice, 
her caring and even 
her meals were 
all through pure 
affection for her 

gentile magic son.
With a heart and mind full 
of magical memories I say 
goodnight to my magic 
mother, my friend and fellow 
magician. Till we meet again, 
I’m sure you’re just on the 
other side of the curtain.

Joe Devlin
November 2019
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MAGIC STARS
CALLING ALL YOUNG MAGICIANS

VI International Forum of Magicians in Russia

Vanishing Inc., o the launch of MagicStars Week-
end—an exclusive convention dedicated to helping 
young magicians improve their skills and pursue 
their dreams in magic. Anyone ages 8 to 18 years old 
is invited to join an incredible group of professional, 
award-winning magicians at the Crowne Plaza Colum-
bus North Hotel in Columbus, Ohio (the former home 
of the annual Magifest convention) from June 5 to 
June 7, 2020, for an unforgettable, fun-filled weekend 
of shows, lectures, workshops and competitions.
NO PREVIOUS MAGIC KNOWLEDGE is required to at-
tend MagicStars Weekend 2020. Anyone with an inter-
est in magic is welcomed. Each child will be grouped 
with peers of the same skill level to ensure they par-
ticipate in sessions that will make the most effective 
use of their time and help them take the next step 
in their magic journey. Regardless of skill level, every 
child will have ample opportunities to work closely 
with all of the world-class magician instructors includ-
ing Joshua Jay, Andi Gladwin, Joe Diamond, Shawn 
Farquhar, Rachel Wax and George Luck.

vanishingincmagic.com/magic-conventions

From January 27 to 29, 2020, the VI International Forum of 
Magicians will be held in the Northern Capital of Russia - St. 
Petersburg.
In 2020, at the VI International Forum of Magicians more 
speakers from the USA, Europe and Asia are expected: 
Gregory Wilson, Adam Wilber, Eric Ross, Troy, Tom 
Elderfield, Gee Magic and others. The Forum will also 
feature an updated competition program, which 
includes 7 nominations: stage magic, close-up 
magic, children’s magic, mentalism, manipulation, 
big illusions and cardistry. This year competition 
jury members are: Domenico Dante, Satoru 
Yamamoto, Andrea Baioni, Priska Whalter 
and Alexander Murataev.
Three-day program includes 
competitions, dealers, lectures, 
workshops and Gala show.
International Forum of Magicians 
in Russia organized by the United 
Club of Magicians (UCM). UCM 
is an official member of the 
International Federation of 
Magic Societies (FISM) and 
it formally applied for the 
FISM WCM in 2024 in 

Russia.
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Protecting Your Intellectual Property

It’s Not Just A Good Idea, It’s The LawSara J. Crasson
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How did you start looking at how intellectual 
property law applies to magic?

I spent the summer before I started law school 
in Los Angeles. One night, sitting at one of the 
Magic Castle’s many bars, I was talking about 
how I wanted to study intellectual property 
law, and a friend asked how he could protect 
his work, and if it was true that he could get a 
patent by mailing drawings of a prop to himself 
and keeping the sealed envelope. I told him, “I 
don’t know, but I’ll find out.” Once I had a little 
background in IP law, I started researching 
how it applied to magic. I ended up writing a 
scholarly article about how magicians had used 
IP law to protect their work in the past, which 
was published in a national law journal, then I 
wrote a series for Genii Magazine, explaining 
the law for non-lawyers to understand. 

Why did you write this book?

The process really started 
when I was given a lecture 
slot at the Genii Convention 
this October. I had written 
an article for Genii Magazine 
about Roy Kueppers, who 
had serious problems 
when someone registered 
a trademark on the name 
“Roy Kueppers” and started 
interfering with Roy’s 
business manufacturing 
coin gimmicks and selling 
them online. I realized 
magicians’ use of IP law was 
no mere theoretical exercise, 
but magicians had a real 
need for this information. 
If magicians failed to 
educate themselves on their 
intellectual property rights, 
it could have a real impact 
on their business.

I asked Richard Kaufman 
if I could speak at his 
c onve nt i on , 
and he gave 
me a time 
slot. When 
I started 
t h i n k i n g 

about what I would say, I realized 
I would need to point magicians 
to a resource where they could get 
more information. In 20 minutes, 
I could explain some basics, 
and give some examples of how 
magicians can make practical use 
of IP protection, but I couldn’t 
explain how to file a trademark 
registration, or apply for a patent.  
Also, I’m not sure I could have 
made that process interesting in 
a lecture, even with all the time 
in the world. I felt I would be 
irresponsible if I told magicians 
that there was something they 
could do and didn’t give them 
the tools to learn how. I looked 
around for a resource that would 

be helpful and appropriate, and I couldn’t find 
one.  So I decided to write Own Your Magic. It 
is amazing what you can accomplish with a hard 
deadline. 

What kind of magic do you do?

I do a little bit of everything. Some close up, some 
parlor. I have a stage act I do with a partner who 
is a teddy bear. We do a couple of card tricks, 
he levitates, flies around the stage, and vanishes. 
And we do a tandem straitjacket escape. I get 
strapped into a straitjacket, he get gets strapped 
into a little straitjacket, and we race to see who 
gets out faster. 

Who wins?

He does, but he has more time to practice.  I 
have a day job. 

How did you get a little straitjacket?

I made it.  You should have seen the look of 
horror on the face of the craft store clerk when 
I told her I needed heavy duck cotton canvas to 
make a little straitjacket.  I think she was on the 
verge of calling family services. 

This fall, I stopped by the Genii Convention in Orlando, Florida. A couple of friends invited me to join their 
group for dinner. A few chairs to my left was a vibrant personality. I introduced myself and discovered Sara 
Crasson, an author and an attorney who knows how to order family-style for eighteen magicians. She and I had 
quite a bit to discuss. I’ve been awarded several patents and Sara recently published a book about protecting your 
intellectual property. I wish it had been in print twenty-plus years ago. This volume is the key to understanding 
your rights and protecting your creations.  

Sara is as passionate about her subject as she is about the performance of magic.       … Hal Meyers aka Dameon

Genii 2019 - Mike Maione photo

                                                                    Ann White photo
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How big a part does magic play in your life?

Huge. I’ve been performing since I was about four. My father is a magician, 
and he taught me. I’d do a set as part of his show, when I was in school. In 
college, I started studying the history of magic, and just fell in love with it 
as an art. Harvard gave me a degree in History and Science with honors 
for my thesis on how magicians use, understand, and talk about science. 
After graduating, I moved to Los Angeles and helped the California 
Science Center create “Magic: The Science of Illusion,” an interactive, 
hands-on exhibit about how magicians use science. That was wonderful. 
I spent three years in Los Angeles, practically living at the Magic Castle.  
Seeing so much great magic was inspiring. I talked and worked with so 
many magicians. I helped work on the Los Angeles Conference on Magic 
History and the Conference on Women in Magic, meeting magicians and 
magic historians from all over the world. 

 After law school, I had less time for magic, so I would perform a little when 
I had a chance, work a bit on a new piece, and stay in touch with friends 
who performed, but I had to put that part of my life on the back burner. 
The last few years, with a new job and a bit more free time, I wanted to get 
back to this art and community I love so much. I did some more writing 
about ethics and intellectual property law for magicians, started working 
on new material, and, to support the community, I became Regional Vice 
President of the SAM.  Now that the book is done, I’m looking forward to 
performing a bit more.   

Ever had anybody copy your work?

My writing, yes. I’m not aware of anyone actually performing something 
I’ve created, but I have had magicians come up to me after a show and say 
“That was great. I’m going to do that.” 

On one hand, that’s a great compliment. They liked what they saw enough 
that they wish they’d thought of it.  On the other hand, it’s a punch in the 
gut. The material I create comes from me, and is the product of years of 
blood, sweat, and, sometimes, tears. To say you are going to imitate me is 
to say you are going to copy my writing and put your own name on it, to 
rip my baby from my arms. 

After thinking about it for a while, though, I don’t worry too much about 
people copying my work. What I do is fairly specific to me, in my voice 
and style. I don’t think most magicians can just imitate my work, any more 
than I could do Eugene Burger’s show, The Amazing Jonathan’s, or Johnny 
Thompson’s. However, if someone else put in the work to change the piece 
I created, to make it their own and rewrite it for their character, I think 
they should be allowed to do it. They have taken my idea and developed 
it further. They are expressing it a new way. But I’m a hobbyist magician. I 
don’t make rent from performing magic and I’m not worried about losing 
business to copycats, so I can afford to be magnanimous. In fact, I want 
access to all of the ideas and techniques that are out there, so I can use 
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If I made my living from magic, I might feel differently.

What should we know about IP law?

You should know there are precautions you can take, that are not difficult 
or expensive, which can give you additional rights, prevent some problems, 
and give you the best position and the most leverage in case you do have 
a problem with someone copying you.  Considering your intellectual 
property rights is a business decision, just like requiring your clients to 
sign a contract when they book you for a show. A little work now can avoid 
big problems later.
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efforts of Jeff Hobson and Gary Bueller. 
Born in Sacramento, Gary is a successful 
businessman with a lifelong interest in 
magic. Bueller was one of the founders of 
A1-MultiMedia, which eventually became A1-
MagicMedia, that along with L&L Publishing, 
launched the beginning of the magic video 
lecture business. For over 12 years, Gary 
repeatedly told Hobson that if he wanted to 
open a magic room that he would be there 
to back and support him. One day, after 
falling in love with the La Quinta community,  
Jeff said, “Yes.” That was the official launch 

of Marvyn’s. It was only later that the pair 
decided to personalize the venture and 
attach the name Marvyn as a tribute to the 
great magician Marvyn Roy or as he is known 
worldwide, Mr. Electric.

If there is anything worth doing in magic 
Marvyn Roy has done it; at 94 years of age, he 
is one of magic’s greatest icons. Now living 
in the La Quinta area, Marvyn is one of the 
most influential and inspirational magicians 
the magic world has known. I well remember 

my wife and I enjoyed a post-show breakfast 
at Denny’s with Marvyn and his partner Carol 
back in 1974. I was an unknown 22-year-old 
magician from England who had only seen 
Marvyn & Carol on television specials, and 
they extended a warm camaraderie that was 
accompanied by some inspirational and life-
changing advice.

A location for the Magic Theater was selected, 
and in 2018 Gary and Jeff began to construct 
the perfect place for magicians to display 

JEFF HOBSON ON STAGE AT MARVYN’S.
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their craft. Of course, nothing proceeds 
perfectly smoothly in a venture like this, and 
both the budget and construction time of 
the club expanded dramatically due to their 
commitment not to cut any corners. During 
my stay in La Quinta, I spent a delightful 
evening smoking Davidoff cigars with Jeff and 
Gary, hearing the full story of the creation of 
the club. I had to smile when Bueller explained 
that he could either have bought a yacht or 
build the club and that the theater was his 
yacht. In fact, he could probably have bought 
a couple of yachts, but for the sake of magic, I 
am delighted he chose this path!

Let me now tell you a little bit about the way 
Marvyn’s Magic Theater turned out and what 
to expect if you get to visit it. The decision 
was made not to house a restaurant inside the 
club, and it was a good one as there are half a 
dozen superb dining locations located within 
a few blocks of the venue. The focus of the 
theater is the showroom and the beautiful bar 
and piano bar located front of house. I really 
like the modern, clean design of the entire 
establishment. There isn’t that dark wood and 
red curtain Victo-rian feel that is so often a 

feature of magic venues. Everything inside the 
club is modern and aesthetically pleasing. The 
entrance and lobby of the theater resemble 
a bustling little magic shop—the kind that 
has almost disappeared in this day and age. 
When you arrive at Marvyn’s, a tuxedo-clad 
Hobson and his charming wife Yvonne 
welcome you. Yvonne is a large part of what 
makes things run smoothly at Marvyn’s; 
both Jeff and Yvonne put in very long days 
making sure things run efficiently and seem-
ingly effortlessly. When your reservation is 
confirmed, there is now the matter of actually 
entering the club. Come on, you know there is 
some-thing special waiting to happen here!

Once the guests are ready to leave the lobby 
of Marvyn’s, Hobson ushers several of the 
group into a high-tech looking “illusion 
cabinet” situated against the wall. The rest 
of their party watch as they visibly appear 
to dematerialize and gradually disappear 
from view. The remainder of the group can 
video these proceedings on their phones, 
making a great sou-venir of the visit. It is a 
very cool prelude to the evening; the illusion 
was created by Kerry Pollack, and built by 

JEFF HOBSON AND NICK LEWIN
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Bill Smith. The remainder of the group then 
requests to be allowed to enter through the 
“Green Door.” As they enter the club, the 
“dematerialized” members of the party are 
waiting there to greet them. It is a simple and 
very effective procedure that sets the tone of 
the evening even before it begins.

The main bar is elegant, with plenty of 
comfortable tables to enjoy a pre-show 
cocktail. There is also a central area set up as a 
piano bar, and rest-ing on the piano is a large 
close-up mat that allows for a combination of 
music and magic to entertain guests before 
and after the theater show. Marvyn’s features 
either a pianist or a guitarist serving double 
duty as a magical performer in a very effective 
manner. When I worked the grand opening 
week, I was delighted to discover that my old 
friend Andrew Goldenhersh was featured in 
this capacity. Andrew is not only an incredi-ble 
magician but also an outstanding guitarist. 
His hybrid performance did a great job of 
bookending the stage show.

If you are not familiar with Goldenhersh, 
his magic is fresh and original and always 

has a powerful impact on the audience. 
After demonstrating his musical talents, 
Andrew performs a short set that features 
a masterful ring off rope routine involving 
a velvet rope and borrowed finger ring. By 
the time he closes out the routine with a 
definitive version of Ring Flight, the audience 
is thoroughly entertained and ready for the 
next stage of their magical event. After the 
stage presentation, Andrew performs another 
musical/close-up melange that features 
probably the finest needle swallowing 
and threading routine in the magic world. 
Goldenhersh is a wonderful asset to the 
club, and his contribution to the evening 
was a delightful experience. Informal and 
personable the quality of Andrew’s work made 
him one of the real gems that the evening 
offered.

Let me take a moment to mention the magic 
video montages that Hobson has created that 
are as a significant visual element playing 
on screens in the bar area. When the theater 
doors open, the video entertainment con-
tinues on a large screen situated above the 
stage. Very fittingly, the video entertainment 
ends with a segment featuring Marvyn and 

Carol Roy per-forming their legendary 
Mr. Electric show. The footage does a 
great job demonstrating why they have 
chosen to use Marvyn as an integral 
element at the heart of the club. It was an 
intriguing and very successful decision to 
personalize the nature of the club rather 
than use magic as a generic source of 
interest.

As I mentioned previously, it was evident 
to any working performer how carefully 
Hobson had drawn from his personal 
experience to maximize the impact of 
the club. Nowhere is Jeff’s influence more 
evident than in the physical construction 
of the actual showroom. The 129 seat 
theater is a room specifically designed 
for watching a magic show. Every one of 
the comfortable theater seats commands 
a perfect view of the stage. The sound 
and lighting are exceptional, and a two-
person technical team en-sures that the 
performing experience is ideal for both 
audience and per-former. Backstage is as 
carefully designed as the front of house 
and con-tains two comfortable and 

VIEW FROM THE STAGE
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well-equipped dressing rooms. Each dressing room includes a nicely 
stocked refrigerator, a monitor to the onstage ac-tion, and its own 
bathroom. I have worked in many full-sized Performing Arts Centers 
that can’t begin to rival the backstage environment at Marvyn’s. As 
a performer, it is always nice to realize that the management is as 
thoughtful about the performer’s environment as it is to the audi-
ence’s needs.

The theater show ran approximately 80 minutes and consisted of an 
opening act performing for 15 minutes, the headliner doing 45/50 
minutes, and the MC tying everything together. I was working with 
the world-class juggler Romano Frediani. Romano electrified the 
crowd with his high speed and dynamic performance; this came as 
no surprise as this talented performer hails from one of Europe’s most 
distinguished families of variety entertainers. Romano is the eighth 
generation of the legendary Frediani family, who are considered 
royalty within the performing word; Romano’s father was Nino 
Frediani, whose high energy juggling became a worldwide sensation. 
Romano now performs his father’s act, and it fits him like a glove. Jeff 
Hobson hosted and MC’d our show, and as always, he charmed the 
crowd, getting big laughs while performing some great magic. 

Nobody can win over an audience faster than Hobson, and his 
participa-tion as host is an integral part of the success of the show.

I confidently predict that Marvyn’s Magic Theater is going to be a big 
hit. The attention to detail in the club, combined with the strong line up 
of per-formers, will ensure that audiences are enjoying some of the best 
variety entertainment available. The audiences’ enthusiastic reactions 
throughout the week leave me confident that Marvyn’s Magic Theater 
is a winner, and going to be around for the long haul. To check out 
upcoming bookings, and other show details go to their website  

www.marvynsmagictheater.com  

THE FRONT BAR

http://www.marvynsmagictheater.com
http://www.marvynsmagictheater.com
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A SQUIB 
IN THE WORLD

FELICITY FIELDS

As much as I enjoy discussing these 
languages and how they affect our 
relationships, there is one I want to discuss 
today that can be quite controversial: physical 
touch. It is not only a love language, but it 
is a topic that has altered drastically in this 
#metoo era. So, with physical touch being a 
way to show platonic affection but can cross 
into the realm of assault; how do we navigate 
this constantly changing boundary?  

 

I hope to give you some basic guidelines to 
help you stay on the right side of the line. 
But first, the ever-necessary disclaimer. This is 
not just for males. Inappropriate touching is 
done by males AND females AND people who 
don’t subscribe to traditional gender roles. As 
is evidenced by the #metoo movement, the 
majority of inappropriate touch happens to 
women by men. But that does not mean it is 
done by all men. I would also like to specify 
that what I will be writing is from personal 
experience, research and conversations I’ve 
had with performers and muggles. It is mainly 
directed towards western cultures. In other 
cultures, specifically some religious practices, 
there are stricter rules when it comes to 

physical touch. If you are performing in 
those regions I recommend doing research 
into other countries and their culture’s 
greetings. 

 

Whether it is a partner, friend, or stranger, 
consent is necessary when talking about 
physical touch. In relationships and 
friendships, there is almost an unspoken 
consent when you can recognize each other’s 
body language well enough to know when 
to stop. But that does not mean you can 
bypass consent when you are entering a new 
boundary. For instance, there are people 
I’ve known for many years. But I do not go 
up and hug them randomly or initiate any 
platonically physical contact because I don’t 
know their boundaries. 

 

The issue of “is hugging someone OK?” is 
brought up a lot in the conversation. You can 
still hug people unless they do not want to. 
The only way to know if they want to is by 
asking for consent. Consent is defined as a 
clear and sober positive response. A mumble 
or a response of indifference does not count. 

If you ask to give someone a hug (which is not 
unusual to do) wait for a response before you 
initiate the hug. If they do not reply with “yes,” 
“sure,” “OK, “of course,” or another positive 
answer then do not force the person to hug 
you. As with all physical contact, you need 
a response before you initiate it. A hug may 
seem simple, but if you think about it from 
a different perspective you are essentially 
enclosing someone within your arms so that 
they are pressed up against your body. For 
most people, a hug is a hug, but for some, it is 
encapsulating and the only way to know if a 
person feels this way is by asking for consent. 

 

There are tons of valid reasons why someone 
might be uncomfortable with physical touch. 
Some are from more extreme situations; 
another valid reason is that they just don’t like 
it. Whatever the reason may be, their wishes 
need to be respected. 

 

Now we come to the specifics of a volunteer. 
A simple way to lead a volunteer to the 
stage is for you to hold out your arm. This 
is a respectful way that gives the volunteer 

I’ve never been a big believer in alternative medicine 
or pseudoscience. Personality tests and star signs have 
never really pertained to me. But there is one form of 
‘reading’ people that I use to decipher people and adjust my 
interactions with others. With some backing in research, 
Love Languages are 5 different ways individuals can give 
and receive love with friends, family, partners or someone 
they want to be in that category.

A GUIDELINE TO TOUCH
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the free choice of assistance onto the stage or not. Their choice not 
to take your hand is usually a clear marker they do not want to be 
touched; in that instance, I would not initiate any other forms of 
physical touch. These smaller acts of physical contact can seem like 
nothing, but it is still forcing physical contact which is what we want 
to avoid. If they do take your hand, this is not an invitation to all 
physical touch. For instance, you do not need to place your hand on 
the small of someone’s back. I’ve seen this done countless times to 
women, and never to a man. When bringing an audience member 
to the stage, you do not need to steer them, if they don’t know 
where they are going pointing will work.

 

When it comes to the physical touch of a volunteer you need to be 
aware of three things. Why you are touching someone? Where you 
are touching them? How you are touching them?

 

Why are you touching a volunteer?
Your reasoning is just as important as the way you touch someone. 
If it is to lead them to the stage, cool. If done correctly that is 
reasonable and respectful. Is it to elicit an audience response or 
because you feel like it? That is not ok. You do not get to touch 
someone, especially someone you do not know, just because you 
want to. Without consent, touch can cross the line into assault. 

 

Where are you touching a volunteer? 
A high-five, handshake or fist bump are all very acceptable ways 
to greet someone in Western culture. These are reasonable forms 
of ‘touch’ to do throughout your show. Outside of those greetings, 
there is really only one area that is ok for you to touch someone. 
That is between the shoulder and elbow on the outside of their arm. 
When you brush past people in a crowd this is the area that usually 
gets hit. Do not go any higher and touch their face, and do not go 
any lower towards their lower back. 

 

How you touch a volunteer?
When I say touch, I do not mean grab. Closing your hand around a 
part of a person’s body leaves them unable to remove themselves 
from the situation. You are restricting their freedom of choice 
to leave. An open hand, like you are giving a high-five, is safe 
and non-threatening. You can use the top of your palm or your 
fingertips. Of course, you do not want to apply pressure, but 
rather as softly as if you are wiping away a tear. Still staying in that 
area where the triceps meet the biceps for no more than the time 
it takes to say, “OK then.” Do not linger. Do not grasp.

 

I understand I have essentially described one way to touch 
someone when on stage. But, from what I have observed, 
and through conversations I’ve had this is the only generally 
acceptable physical touch. Anything more, like shoulder rubs, or 
a hand on the knee can feel intrusive. If you are still nervous that 
you will cross the line, then just don’t touch someone. You do not 
need to pass that physical boundary, it is not a requirement of a 
performance. 

 

And if you are still troubled about how to touch people you 
interact with, especially females, there is a handy test to figure it 
out. It’s called The Rock Test by Anne Victoria Clark.

“Treat all women like you would treat Dwayne ‘The Rock’ 
Johnson.”

(someone who has the ability to knock you out with one punch)

 

If you have any questions about something I’ve said and would 
like to discuss this issue further or have other questions about 
equality and inclusion, then you can click here. 

 

Until next time…

Felicity 
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

TRACHTENBERG
KIERON JOHNSON AND MARK TRAVERSONI Trachtenberg is a modular 3 phase routine which 

can last 2-20 minutes, builds to a climax which is 
engaging and entertaining.

Within minutes you will be looking like a maths 
genius and the great thing is the audience can 
do the maths for you so you don’t even have to 
add anything up yourself.

The routine explained below is how Kieron and 
Mark do this, but you can mix it and change it 
around as you wish, including the back story or 
not.

You start by showing the book and explain you 
want to show them something amazing invented 
by a Russian called Jakow Trachtenberg.

A summary of his life is at the start of the book 
and you embellish this as much as you like 
with the true story of his life on the run and 
imprisonment in prisoner of war camps. In brief 
Trachtenberg’s  imprisonment was so horrific 
he went into his mind and developed the 
Trachtenberg Speed Maths System.

Don’t worry you don’t have to learn 
Trachtenberg’s system, this is all a back story 
to the effects that follow which are not 
Trachtenberg’s.

Phase 1 You ask someone to write down a 
number unseen by you from 20 -100 and go 
on to explain how maths can enable you to do 
amazing things. You then ask someone if they 
know the day they were born or if someone 
would like to know the day they were born.

You proceed by following the books instructions 
to easily calculate the day. This always gets a 

I WILL ADMIT I’M NOT VERY GOOD AT MATH - BUT THIS ROUTINE MAKES ME LOOK 
LIKE I HAVE SOME KIND OF SUPERPOWER AND AS SOMEBODY WHO ISN’T GREAT AT 
MATH I FOUND THIS SO EASY TO PERFORM.

KIERON AND MARK HAVE PRODUCED AN EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT THAT 
IS A LOT OF FUN TO PERFORM AND IS SUPER EASY TO DO.  IT COMBINES SEVERAL 
DIFFERENT ROUTINES WHICH ARE ALL TIED IN WITH MATH GENIUS TRACHTENBERG. 
THIS MAKES ALL THE ROUTINES TIE IN NICELY FOR A GREAT PRESENTATION AND CAP 
IT OFF WITH A POWERFUL MAGIC SQUARE.

THIS COMES IN TWO DIFFERENT SIZES, ONE FOR IMTIMATE AUDIENCES AND ONE FOR 
STAGE. THIS ISN’T JUST A ‘TRICK’ BUT IS A FULL PIECE OF THEATRE INTERTWINED WITH 
A GREAT STORY.  THE STORY ITSELF IS A GREAT HOOK . 

EACH PHASE OF THE ROUTINE BUILDS UPON THE LAST AND THE ROUTINE GETS THE 
AUDIENCE INVOLVED AS YOU SHOW THEM HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS. I LOVE THE 
CONCEPT OF BEING ABLE TO ‘BEAT THE TIME CLOCK’ AND ADD UP LARGE NUMBERS 
QUICKER THAN SOMEBODY WITH A CALUCLATOR. 

A NICE FEATURE IS THAT THE BOOK CAN BE USED OVER AND OVER AS YOU USE A 
WHITEBOARD MARKER. THE BOOK IS SPRIAL BOUND AND MADE TO LAST A VERY 
LONG TIME. FROM THE ROUTINE TO THE METHOD AND QUALITY OF THE BOOK THIS IS 
A FANTASTIC PRODUCT THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY MAGICIAN OF ANY LEVEL.

AVAILABLE: WWW.SATURNMAGIC.CO.UK
PRICE: £39.99
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great reaction as it’s hard to believe such a simple 
process will produce the end result which can be easily 
verified using a mobile phones calendar function.

Phase 2 Is more even more interesting as you talk about 
the concept of speed maths and how Trachtenberg 
could add up large numbers very quickly. You ask 
someone or the whole audience to takeout their 
phones and a truly random (not forced) set of 2 digit 
numbers is produced using the book. The spectator is 
asked to add up the numbers but before they get close 
you have the answer. This is repeated again but with 4 
digit numbers with the same effect to the amazement 
of the audience as the numbers are truly random 
and can be performed repeatedly if you wish with a 
different outcome each time.

Included in the book is an advanced but still easy 
option to do phase 2 with a blank grid where the 
audience can call out numbers to make rows of 6 digit 

numbers which again can be calculated 
just as quickly.

Phase 3 Probability. Given the 
information from earlier in phase 1 
you tell the audience you should be 
able to work out their hidden chosen 
number using probability. Using the 
book you write numbers down and 
appear to struggle a little. You show 
your calculations in the grid and ask if 
their number is there. It is not so you 
look puzzled and ask for the number. 
When they tell you the number you 
look at the grid and realise that all the 
rows and every combination, horizontal, 
vertical, diagonal and more add up to 

the number bringing the routine to a 
climatic end.

Key Features

You can ask the audience to do the maths 
for you so you do not have to worry of 
having to add up while under pressure of 
performing.

Pocket size A6 and A4 Parlour / Stage 
versions available.

Wipe clean pages for easy reset using a 
dry wipe pen.

All the phases can be repeated, there are 
no worries of the same numbers coming 
out in your answers if you do multiple 

shows per day.

Phase 3 can be repeated up to 6 times 
if you wish with the grid using different 
numbers each time.  You can use any dry 
wipe pen (only 1) and there are no cribs 
hidden on the pen, everything is hidden in 
plain sight.

Do all 3 phases or just 1 or 2 with or 
without the story - make it your own.

Each effect is powerful enough to stand 
on its own but performing all three it really 
builds to an amazing finish.

Online instructions.

TV Rights Not Included.

"An extremely strong 
routine that will make 
you look like a master 

at math who has 
incredible powers.”

- Paul Romhany

https://youtu.be/IjHLylI8y5Y

http://www.saturnmagic.co.uk
http://WWW.SATURNMAGIC.CO.UK
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Included in the book is an advanced but still easy 
option to do phase 2 with a blank grid where the 
audience can call out numbers to make rows of 6 digit 

numbers which again can be calculated 
just as quickly.

Phase 3 Probability. Given the 
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the number bringing the routine to a 
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Key Features
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for you so you do not have to worry of 
having to add up while under pressure of 
performing.

Pocket size A6 and A4 Parlour / Stage 
versions available.

Wipe clean pages for easy reset using a 
dry wipe pen.

All the phases can be repeated, there are 
no worries of the same numbers coming 
out in your answers if you do multiple 

shows per day.

Phase 3 can be repeated up to 6 times 
if you wish with the grid using different 
numbers each time.  You can use any dry 
wipe pen (only 1) and there are no cribs 
hidden on the pen, everything is hidden in 
plain sight.

Do all 3 phases or just 1 or 2 with or 
without the story - make it your own.

Each effect is powerful enough to stand 
on its own but performing all three it really 
builds to an amazing finish.

Online instructions.

TV Rights Not Included.

"An extremely strong 
routine that will make 
you look like a master 

at math who has 
incredible powers.”

- Paul Romhany

https://youtu.be/IjHLylI8y5Y

https://youtu.be/IjHLylI8y5Y
https://youtu.be/IjHLylI8y5Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjHLylI8y5Y


MY THOUGHTS:
This is something really unusual and a breath of fresh air for a magician 
or mentalist.  This is a FULL routine that literally gives you the power 
to be a math expert. Now, Math was NEVER my strong point, however 
I LOVE this!! It is a three phase routine based on an actual true story. 
It is based on Trachtenberg who was a Russian engineer.  It is truly an 
amazing story and he actually created this speed maths concept while 
being beaten in a German camp in the war. This is such an amazing 
premise for any performance and Kerion and Mark have put together a 
wonderful routine.

You can order either a close-up version or stage version. The only 
difference is the size of book you are supplied. The book is spiral bound 
with each page being laminated. The booklet is designed to look like 
something that a math book about this subject might look like. The 
books are extremely well made and made to last. Mark shows you 
how to close the book which will help make it last longer. You are also 
supplied with a white board marker because you write on the pages, 
and can easily wipe them out and re-use them agin and again.

The first part is to find out the day of the week the spectator was born. 
They need to give you their birth date and by this and using the system 
in the book you can easily find out. Actually the spectator can even do 
this. There is nothing to recognize because the method is printed in the 
book, which is the perfect set up for what is about to follow.

Next comes the demonstration of speed math. What makes this so great 
is that you can have them take out their phones and calculate numbers 
against your mind and speed. The book is designed with flip charts so 

it creates a really great routine. The method used isn’t actually from 
Trachtenberg but literally within seconds you can become a math wiz 
in calculation. The method is extremely easy to do and well hidden. 
Even if a magician knows the method they won’t recognize it here 
because of the layout of the page. You then go a step further and 
have them mix up even more numbers and you are able to calculate 
at speed the correct answer. What is nice is the layout of the book 
literally does all the work for you. The method is SO well hidden. I was 
doing this within seconds of watching the tutorial!!!

The final phase is a magic square - and the method is so damn clever 
it’s probably the EASIEST I’ve come across. I’m a huge fan of The Magic 
Square and to build it in to this routine makes so much sense. It’s an 
amazing climax to this routine. 

If you want to do real speed maths where people call out numbers 
then there is a great method taught that is also included in the back of 
the booklet supplied.

The real secret of the success you will have with this entire product is 
the story about Trachtenberg. This is the hook of combining several 
different ideas in to one strong presentation.

If you are looking for something that is entertaining with a terrific 
hook for a story line AND incredibly powerful magic this is it. If you are 
afraid of math then that won’t be a problem here because it is so well 
explained and everything is super easy to do.

Martin Lewis’s
Magikraft Studios

Dealers - please contact
Murphy’s Magic

http://www.evaporation.com
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SILK VANISH SURPRISE
CO
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Y

An oversized silk is displayed. The performer with attitude 
explains he will make the hanky vanish without them seeing 
how he does it. The challenge is accepted with performer 
stuffing oversize silk in his hand. An obvious distraction ploy 
is made and performer is obviously placing silk in his right 
pocket. He pretends he wasn’t ready and will do it again. After 
third time the audience, especially children are screaming at 
him. Finally, he stuffs silk into hand and actually makes the silk 
vanish. 
But as a kicker ending, the performer shows his right pocket 
empty, although the audience has just observed him placing 
the silk in that pocket. He slowly shows left hand empty and 
reaches into left pants pocket and pulls out the silk.

REQUIREMENTS 
A large thumb tip (Photo One) 
An orange diamond silk (available from Murphy’s Magic) The 
silk must be same colour as the large silk. (Alternate option is 
to cut off a quarter of a piece of an 18-inch old silk and glue 
into thumb tip.) 
A large 36-inch orange silk (Photo Two) 
Gimmicked pants pocket. 
Cut a hole in side of pocket facing the other pocket (See photo 
three) Also cut a similar hole in left pocket.
The silk is stuffed into the hole and pushed across to the other 
pocket. A better version is to make a tunnel with extra lining, 
which involves a tailor. If the tube is made to be at an angle the 
gravity can be used for other effects with large coins or a lime. 
(Photo three) 

SET UP 
Fold diamond silk in half and place into thumb tip. The two 
ends are sticking out of the tip.
Thump tip with extra pieces sticking out is placed into right 
pocket (If right handed)  
The large silk can be produced in another routine and followed 
on with or as stand-alone effect.

ROUTINE
Display the large silk and explain that you Mr Magic 
Extraordinaire will make the hanky (not a silk) disappear 

COLIN 
UNDERWOOD

MAGIC TRICK

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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without them seeing nothing! The more attitude you have the 
better the challenge aspect. The silk is so large that it takes a while 
to place it successfully in the hand. (a lot of comedy can ensue at 
this point) 

Magic words, magic wand, toilet plunger, dead cats and any 
other useful objects are waved over hand. The silk is still there. 
You increase the energy and actions getting larger each time. 
Finally, you distract audience by getting to look at the UFO flying 
overhead or somebody has just arrived at the back, the more 
famous the person you see the funnier this i.e. David Hasselhoff, 
Donald Trump, Madonna or your granny! 

Under this distraction stuff silk into right pocket. The more hastily 
done, with some piece of the silk sticking out, the better. You 
accept that you did not fool them and you will do it again. (Photo 
four)

Repeat all the actions, with increasing comedy antics. Again stuff 
silk into right pants pocket. 
The third time you repeat this, stuff the silk into the pocket and 
into the hole in pocket so that its halfway to the other pocket. Do 
not let any of the silk stick out of right pants pocket.
 Keep your hand in your pocket, and switch to the thumb tip 
with diamond silk sticking out the hand. This diamond silk in my 
opinion gives a much better display as if you still have a large silk 
in your hand. (Photo five)

Proceed to stuff the diamond silk in the hand and very slowly open 
your hand to display the silk has vanished. I personally prefer to 
steal the tip out the back of the hand rather than from the vertical 
steal. 

Slowly reach down and pull your right pocket inside out. As you do 
this turn toward the left so the left hand is hidden from view. 
The left hand reaches into the left pocket and through the hole 
and pulls a small piece of the large silk into the left pocket. 
After the right pocket is returned to normal, a slight pause is 
needed with you saying you told the audience so that that the 
silk would vanish. As final kicker you show them the silk travelled 
over to the left pocket. As you pull silk out move your left hand in 
vertical direction so it isn’t obvious of the path of the orange silk. 
(If you pull straight out sideways the line of the silk is seen and the 
secret could be deduced. (Photo six)

This is a very simple routine with some strong features. The vanish 
of such a large silk is surprising with the reappearance in left 
pocket a final kicker. 

I enjoy magic routines that are strong and entertaining for the 
children as well as the adults watching. 
CREDIT 
The original idea I found in the Tarbell Course of magic. I recently 
noted Scott Alexander featuring a similar effect in one of his 
Christmas special Penguin lectures. The tube joining the pockets is 
an off shoot of the Cellini street act where his bag allowed access 
from one side to the other but is essentially my contribution to this 
routine. Give this a try , you will be surprised at the reaction.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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LOUIE FOXX 
GOZINTA-SHOT 

EFFECT:  You have a small red box and inside 
that box is a small black box.  Inside the black 
box is a tiny cup.  You now reverse the boxes, 
putting the red box inside the black box!  
Next you open the black box and take out the 
red box, and inside the red box is a second 
cup.  You put the black box inside the red box, 
reversing their positions a second time.  

For the finale, you open the red box, take out 
the black box and the black box is now full of 
whiskey that you pour into the two cups!!

You can watch a video demo here:  https://
www.facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow/
videos/547986736029887/

NEEDED:  You’ll need a two sets of Gozinta 
Boxes, the set I use is sold by Empire Magic 
under the name The Amazing In & Out Boxes. 
Gozinta Boxes are a trick where there’s a 
box inside of another box, however you can 
reverse the position of the two boxes so the 
inside box fits over the outer box.  

You will need one red box and two black 
boxes, so you’ll have an extra red box that’s 
not used for the trick.  Personally, I buy three 
sets of Gozinta Boxes and that will give me 
two working sets for this routine. 

In addition to the Gozinta Boxes, you will 

need two tiny cups that fit inside the boxes.  
My tiny cups are the caps off of a spray bottle.   
Finally, you’ll need some whiskey, or whatever 
liquid you want to make appear.  If you want 
to make some fake whiskey, simply use water 
with a few drops of coffee and looks a lot like 
whiskey. 

SET UP:  Take one of the tiny cups and put 
it inside the black box, then put the red box 
over the black box.  Fill the other black box 
with your liquid and this box goes into your 
left pocket.  Finally, the second tiny cup is 
finger palmed in your right hand.
WORKING:  Introduce nested boxes.  
“What do you think is inside the red box?  
Shake it, do you have a guess?  Go ahead and 
open it.”
Have them open the red box to reveal the 
black box inside.  

“A black box!  What do you think is in the black 
box?  Go ahead and open it.”

Ask them to open the black box.  As they are 
opening the black box to reveal the first tiny 
cup, you secretly set half of the red box onto 
the second tiny cup that’s palmed in your 
right hand, then pick up the other half of the 
red box and assemble them, this loads the 
cup inside the now closed red box.  

“A little cup.”

After they pull the first tiny cup out of the 
black box, you then put the black box on top 
of the red box.  

“So, inside the red box was a black box and 
inside the black box was a tiny cup.  What do 
you think is inside the black box?”

Have them open the black box to reveal the 
red box.  

“A red box!”
Reassemble the black box.

“What do you think is in the red box? Go ahead 
and open it” 

As you say this your left hand goes into your 
pocket and finger palms the black box with 
the liquid in it. Your right hand picks up the 
empty black box and does a shuttle pass, 
switching the two black boxes.  You do this 
by picking up the empty black box with the 
right hand and pretending to put it in the left 
hand, but actually finger palming it in the 
right hand and bringing the left hand’s box 
into view.    

You right hand can ditch the empty finger 
palmed box into your pocket. 

“Another tiny cup!”
Reassemble the boxes so the black box (with 
liquid inside) is inside the red box.  

“So, inside the red box was a black box, and 
inside the black box was a tiny cup.  Then inside 
the black box was the red box, and inside the 
red box was another tiny cup.  Now inside the 
red box is the black box…and inside the black 
box is…”
Open the black box and pour the liquid into 
the two cups.

“Whiskey” or the name of whatever drink you 
are using.

NOTES:   The Gozinta Boxes was created by 
Lubor Fielder using larger boxes for the stage.  
Tenyo’s Parabox was the close up version 
of the Gozinta Boxes that this routine was 
inspired by. 
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CARD ADDITION
PAUL ROMHANY & DANNY WEISER

For some time I’ve wanted to create a gimmick that enables me to 
add one or several cards to a deck so at anytime in my repertoire I can 
perform my version of Chicago Opener.

I was talking to Danny Weiser about this and together we came up with 
a very simple solution that works like a charm. The idea is very simple 
and utilizes one gimmick card and a card case. Photo 1.

STEP ONE: Take one playing card and cut a triangle out in the middle as 
seen in Photo 2. Also, take the little sticker from a card case and put it 
on top of the card. 

STEP TWO: Tape this card on to the deck but only tape the left hand and 
bottom of the card to the card case. This will leave the top and right-
hand side with cut out open and makes it easy to slip cards in and out.
I use Magic Tape so it can’t be seen.  Place four cards under the gimmick 
card so when you tape it down it isn’t too tight. This way you can get up 
to four cards in the gimmick.

THE CONCEPT: With this in place I can now place a regular deck of 
cards inside the case and my set-up for my Chicago Opener under 
the gimmick card. This allows me to open the box, perform some card 
magic then when I need the cards I can either load them on top of 
the deck or underneath by pushing them out with my thumb. Photo 
3 shows card going on top and Photo 4 shows them being loaded 
underneath. My personal preference is to use this to load cards under 
the deck.

Again - a simple idea but is very practical and a great way to add cards 
to your deck when needed.

PHOTO 1

PHOTO 2

PHOTO 3

PHOTO 4

https://www.facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow/videos/547986736029887/
https://www.facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow/videos/547986736029887/
https://www.facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow/videos/547986736029887/
http://www.facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow/
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A Magical Card RevelationTOOL
DAVID J. ATWOOD

THE EFFECT: A card is freely selected from a packet shuffled by the 
spectator. It is shuffled back into the deck by four people at a table and 
the card magically appears in the spectator’s hands

I have seen so many people post on YouTube card revelations that 
are vapid and leave the spectator wanting just a little more. I showed 
these videos to other people and to the layman, the magic is “fine”. I 
think that a revelation should be as magical as possible and not just 
simply, “here is your card,”.Simply doing a double lift and putting the 
card on the table leaves so much to be desired. It feels like a hollow 
ending and a lot like the choose a card, lose a card, find a card protocol 
that is lacking in the magic. It really is the difference between a card 
trick and art.

Years ago, I was working on a version of the ambitious card routine. I 
wanted to come up with a more magical end to the effect that was 
more impossible, more magical. What I came up with was a powerful 
ending that heightens the revelation. I held tightly onto this routine for 
over a decade before publishing it here in Vanish.

This is an effect that I came up with so I could perform for a table and 
get everyone included in the effect while performing. It requires the 
use of the AFUFUC as described in Vanish Magazine.

SET UP: Have the deck colour separated Red/ Black.

This is an effect that I would suggest to perform as a second effect 
after you have had a chance to show a well shuffled pack. Ring in the 
cold deck by performing a simple deck switch (Deck switch article) and 
then perform a false shuffle. Spread through the deck with the backs 
of the cards facing the audience and in jog the first black card that you 
come to. Close the fan and flip the deck face down in your left hand. 
In the act of squaring the cards, form a biddle grip thumb break over 
the injogged card and then transfer the break to your left hand pinky. 
This break will be under the top half of the pack. Now you have a clear 
control and separation of the red and black portions of the deck.

Starting at position 2 the person sitting on your left furthest from 
you, fan through the top of the deck until you reach approximately a 
quarter way through the deck and casually drop those cards before 
them. Ask them to casually shuffle the packet. Continue fanning 
through the top half of the deck until you get to the pinky break 
you’re holding and hand those cards to the person sitting to your right 

furthest from you (position 3), across the table from the first person.

Continue in a clockwise fashion until each of the four spectators have 
about a quarter of the pack.

Now, ask the person immediately to your left (position 1) and closest 
to you to shuffle their packet and take a random card from their pack, 
show it to the rest of the table and then hand it to the person to their 
left (position 2)  and then ask them to shuffle the chosen card into 
their pack. For this example let’s say that it is the Ace Of Spades.

Have the two closest people (position 1 and position 4) put their 
packets together and shuffle them and as well have to two people 
sitting furthest (position 2 and position 3) from you shuffle their 
packets together.

Take the packet closest to you (the mix of packet 1 and 4) and have a 
quick look at the faces. Say casually that you are just making sure that 
they cards are mixed thoroughly. Then take the last half of the pack 
and do the same, just have a quick look at the cards. The selected card, 
a black card in this case, should be clearly apparent. Once you have 
done this shuffle the pack once and then invite the spectator that 
originally selected a card to give the pack a final shuffle.

Spread the cards face up and reinforce the impossibility of the effect 
by going over what has happened.

“You selected a card from a packet and then everyone here at the table 
shuffled the deck before I ever got my hands on the cards and then you 
finished up with one final shuffle. Now there is no way that I could know 
the card you chose before you chose it and now the card is hopelessly 
lost within the deck.” Then perform the AFUFUC move bringing the 
selected card to the top of the deck.

At this point the selected card is now resting at the top of the deck.

Perform a double lift. For this example the face card is the queen of 
hearts. Asked the spectator, “Is this your card?” When the response is in 
the negative, say, “That would have been a great trick though. For this 
effect let’s use this card as a magic wand.”

Turn the double back face down and then thumb the selection 
towards the spectator.
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This is the point where most magicians will stop and just say, “look 
in your hand,” and stand back with an ear to ear grin awaiting their 
accolades.

Nay I say! Heartily, I say nay.

This is the perfect time to inject the powerful magic technique of time 
delay. In their minds they are holding the queen of hearts and they 
have complete control of it. Why not use that deception to the hilt to 
create the most powerful moment of magic possible?

Maintain control of this situation. As the spectator reaches for the 
card, 99% of the time they will accept the card with their hand in the 
palm up position so the card can be dropped into their hand. The card 
must be taken in this position or you will lose control and also lose 
the climactic powerful ending. If they come to take the card with their 
palms down, they will reflexively turn the card face up and look at it 
destroying the climax of the trick. If this happens, ask them to hold 
the card with their palm up. It feels perfectly natural so it won’t need 
too much convincing. Furthermore, turning the card over for a peek is 
really uncomfortable.

Once they have hold of their card, gently grab their wrist and tell them 
to “Wave the card over the pack while I get a sense as to where your 
card is,”

As you say gently demonstrate how you would like the waving over 
the deck to look. This should be in counter-clockwise small circle over 
the pack. Let go of their wrist and make sure that they continue the 

motion of the circle. Again this is to keep them from peeking at the 
card prematurely. Swing cut the deck so the Queen Of Hearts is now 
in the middle of the pack but maintain a pinky break above it. Spread 
the cards in a fan into your right hand and say, “Yes. Yes I am getting 
a sensation that..” When you get to the break, out jog the card clearly, 
withdraw it from the deck face down and put the rest of the deck onto 
the table.

Hold the card, the Queen Of Hearts towards you so no one else can 
see the face.

“Would it not be amazing if this was your card?”

When they all nod furiously in agreement, ask the spectator what his 
card was. When he explains that it was the Ace of Spade, say, “Now 
would it not be even more amazing if I were to exchange this Ace Of 
Spades for the Queen of Hearts you are holding?”

At that point, slowly turn the Queen Of Hearts towards the table and 
simply wait.

The power of this revelation can not be understated. The time delay 
here is what makes it so powerful. The longer that they have it in their 
hands, the more powerful the sensation of magic is for them.

CONNECT WITH GREGORY WILSON  AND GET

3 FREE TRICKS
TO ADD TO YOUR ARSENAL
thesecretsource.com

http://�.Simply
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The Other Side
of the Road 

 Mr. Bond at the Alcazar

BY HARRISON CARROLL
DECEMBER  | 2019  55

Working professional magicians, and especially trade show 
magicians, learn to take the good with the bad. There are times 
when nothing seems to go right. You may get stuck in a dumpy 
hotel. You may get stuck with bad sound, in a poor location, or 
working with people who just don’t know what they’re doing. You 
may have a client that seems to do more to undermine a successful 
show than to augment it. But then, there are the other times 
when everything seems to go perfectly. The audiences are great. 
The venue is great. Things go so well that you can’t help but ask 
yourself, “Why can’t all my shows be like this?”  Such is the nature of 
performing professionally. As I said, we learn to take the good with 
the bad. 

I, like so many other performers have had my share of, well – Let’s 
call them “challenging” shows. There have also been some pretty 
good ones. These are the ones where you have to pinch yourself 
to make sure you aren’t in a dream.  One such show happened in 
1990, in Seville, Spain. 

This particular date was for the International Lottery Association. 
Despite being a rather small show, just one sale can mean millions 
of dollars in revenue to a vendor, and companies aren’t afraid to 
invest heavily to make that one sale. Bill Goldman was paying me 
back for a show I gave him in Munich a couple of years earlier. He 

said, “You’re going to love working this show.”  It didn’t take long 
for me to understand what he meant. 

I was excited about going to Seville. I had worked in Madrid and 
Barcelona, but I hadn’t been to Seville since my honeymoon, 
which was way back in 1972. During the cab ride to the hotel, it 
became obvious to me that the city had grown considerably since 
my last visit. It was no longer the small town in Southern Spain 
that I remembered. It was now a metropolis. 

Exiting the taxi and entering the hotel, Bill’s comment began to 
manifest itself.  In the lobby there were huge posters of me with 
my name on them. Even bigger ones were hanging from the 
ceiling. “Now I know what Lance Burton feels like, having his head-
shot on top of all those taxis in Las Vegas,” I thought.  

Let me digress a moment. I was a trade show magician. We’re 
grinders. We’re not TV stars. We’re not celebrities. As I’ve alluded to 
- we often work in poor lighting, ambient noise, and for audiences 
who did not come to see our show. As Tom Conover said, “We’re 
just a pack of Junk Yard Dogs.” 

Anyway, upon checking-in there was a note for me from the client. 
It was from a man named Ray. Ray wanted to meet with me at the 
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booth while they were doing setup. When I arrived at the exhibit I 
couldn’t help but notice that there was no area set aside for me to 
work. 

“That’s why we wanted you to stop by. Bill doesn’t work the booth.” 
Ray said. I began to wonder why I was there. Ray continued. “Would 
you mind doing a show each night in a salon we have arranged? 
We’d like to have you do about 45 minutes at 8:00 PM, just before 
dinner.” (For those readers who haven’t been to Spain, they don’t 
eat dinner there until 9:00 or 10:00 at night.)

“No problem.” I said. “What do you want me to do during the day?” 

“Nothing,” He said. “Enjoy the city if you want. See the sights.” 

I was waiting for a shoe to drop, but there was no shoe. That was 
it. They flew me to Spain, first class – by the way, to do a single 45 
minute show each night, and all the rest of the time was mine to 
use however I wished. This was sweet. It was like being paid to go 
on vacation. 

I went up to the check out the Salon. As in the lobby, there were 
large posters of me in the hallway. In the Salon there were more 
posters. Workers were installing tiered seating for about 75 people. 
There was a nice table in front and everything looked perfect. 

Talking to the guy in charge of getting the room ready, I 
was informed that General Instrument (the client) would 
be inviting about 320 key people to see the show over the 
course of the conference. There would be a little reception 
prior to the show, and General Instrument would give 
invitees a rather pricey book about the history of the 
region. The reception, the gift, and the magician were 
where the company was focusing its real efforts. The 
show floor was secondary. 

That night I arrived early to the Salon. It was 7:20 and 
there was already a line of people awaiting their turn 
for the company’s staff to greet them and allow 
them to enter. It was similar to what you may have 
witnessed at the Magic Castle, only the line was 
much longer. People in line were being served 
drinks and hors oeuvres. It was all rather classy. As 
I walked to the front of the queue, I could feel the 
people staring at me. It felt weird. After entering 
the room I looked for Ray. He informed me that, “We’ve built 
you up pretty big, so knock-em dead.” I couldn’t imagine what they 
told their guests, but the stares I had just received made me think 
to myself that I better have a good show. 

Well, it was a good show. As a matter of fact, it was exceptionally 
good. There were times that the hispanic audience members were 
screaming. At certain parts of the show they would slam the floor 
with their feet and yell, “Mago, Mago!” 

When the show finished, many came asking for pictures and an 
autograph on their gifted book. As I said, although this may be the 
typical experience for someone like Lance or David Copperfield, 
this is not the normal experience for a trade show magician. 

The next night was about the same. During the day, I couldn’t walk 

through the hotel without being accosted. On the third night, 
after the show, my client was hosting a dinner on the patio of the 
historical “Alcazar”. 

It was a beautiful evening. The courtyard was lit with fire lanterns, 
which created a soft glow upon the 500 year old walls of the royal 
edifice. The air was filled with the soothing music generated from 
a harp. Once seated, the violins took over. The sounds generated 
from the melodious strings filled the air. People kept approaching 
our table asking for an autograph. I was constantly being asked 
to have my picture taken with various guests, who were fawning 
over me. Not being used to such treatment I was somewhat 
uncomfortable. Yet, it was truly heavenly.

I tell this story in my Trade Show University course, I explain that it 
was like a scene in a James Bond movie and I was Mr. Bond. Every 
working magician has had at least one story like this, and this I 
mine. It was unquestionably the most satisfying and fun show I had 
ever worked.

Anyway, tomorrow would be my last show in this beautiful city, 
and this fairytale would soon come to an end. I’d head to Orlando 
for a tech show, which would be the complete antithesis of this 
one. Actually, it would be the show from Hell. But that’s another 

story for another day.
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LESS IS NOT ALWAYS A GUARANTEE FOR SUCCESS

This question has been a controversial one for as long as I can remember, 
one I doubt will ever be resolved, however, I certainly hope this recent 
incident which happened to me might serve as an example of why charging 
a lower fee is not the best way to go. 

WORDS: PAUL ROMHANY 

Should I Lower My Fee To Get The Gig?

There are usually two camps of magic. Those 
who do perform FULL time and those who 
have a regular job and magic is a part-time 
endeavor. Is there a difference? Absolutely! 
Now the quality of the part-time practitioner 
might be as good as the full time performer, 
but there is certainly a different mentality 
when it comes to knowing what to charge.

The person with a regular job will often have 
some kind of medical plan, a pension and 
more importantly a regular income. The full 
time magician however, has to rely on every 
gig to pay for a mortgage, kids eduction, some 
form of health plan, and a retirement plan and 
so much more. 

In the non-entertainment world a person 
who has spent a long time in their job will 
generally be rewarded with extra benefits 
and often a comfortable wage. In the world of 
magic however, somebody who has been in 
the business for 20-30 years is always looking 
for the “next” gig, never sure where and when 
the next pay check will come and often must 
compete with somebody who has little or 
no experience, got themselves a business 
card printed and a free website and calls 
themselves a “Professional Magician”. 

Here’s a true story that just happened and I 
believe makes a very good point.

Two months ago a friend introduced a client to 
me, a potential dream job for any performer. 
A high end resort was looking for a magician 
with the offer of an eight-month contract for 
2020. I discovered that several names were 
put forward including my own. In my case this 
would be a terrific gig because it meant I could 
be at home with less travel, and once a week 
have the chance to perform my full evening 
show in a theatre designed just for me. I 
looked at all the options then consulted with 
another professional I respect asking what he 
would charge, as it turns out we were both on 
the same path regarding our fee.

I received the call from the client, listened 
to them to find out as much as I could, then 
delivered my pitch capping it off with my fee. 
There was an audible gasp on the other end 
of the line then I was told they had a quote 
from an act for $250.00! Keeping in mind this 
was an hours drive for me and they required 
a 75 minute show … it was to be a combo 
dinner and show gig … I was mortified that 
somebody would quote such a low figure 
and told the client I wasn’t available at that 
price. I did give them advice though to make 

sure they actually met with people they 
were talking too. I realized I was no longer 
in the game because they were looking for 
cheap entertainment. I can tell you from 
experience that ANYBODY who only charges 
$250 for a 75 minute show will NOT be the 
caliber of magic entertainment most clients 
are searching for. In a nice way I figured I 
had nothing to lose and explained this to 
the client, again making sure to help them 
realize they should meet with magicians 
they were thinking of hiring. 

I put the gig out of my mind as I was 
convinced they would go for the $250 act, 
who I also discovered would spend a total 
of four hours driving to and then four hours 
returning home - a total of eight hours in 
travel time. 

Two thoughts crossed my mind:

The first was they hire this person and he 
can’t do the job required then they phone 
me or one of the other higher-end quotes 
urgently asking us to take over.

OR

They hire the magician for $250, get a poor 
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show, cancel it and dismiss magic all together. 
This would leave a bad taste in their mouth 
and most likely they would not hire a magician 
in the future.

As I said, I put the gig out of my mind and 
went away for a few weeks. Upon my return 
home I was delighted to get a message from 
the client asking to meet, I acceped. It took 
me by surprise, apparently they had taken 
my advice and arranged to meet with other 
performers including the $250.00 act. Still not 
knowing if I had the job I decided to dress 
for success and wore a suit. My theory was 
that they would not forget me because of my 
appearance and presentation. 

This meeting was so important that it changed 
the outcome of everything.

We met at the resort, I listened to their wishes 
and desires for the show then I asked them 
about the space, etc., during my questions 
they told me the show would be at another 
resort accessible only by plane, helicopter or 
boat. It was THEN I realized that the clients 
who stayed at THAT resort were people who 
had travelled the world, seen everything and 
have extremely high expectations. Anyone 
who flies to a destination on their own float 
plane or helicopter has to have some money 
and desires the best. Once I understood this I 
realized the game had changed. They needed 
quality, a seasoned professional, someone 
who would bring this venture to fruition and 
make them look good in their clients eyes. I 
didn’t budge on my fee because what they 
were asking was what I could and would 
deliver. This is a case of paying for what you 
get. 

I ended up securing the job. 

The most important part of this is message 
is that just because you are the cheapest 
bidder doesn’t mean you will get the job. If 
you find yourself in a position with a gig you 
want, and  your salary might be an issue I 
highly recommend making an appointment 
to meet with the client. Find out their needs, 
ask as many questions as you can so you fully 
understand their requirements, so you can 
provide them with the best choice possible. 
At the end of the day THEY want to look good 
and have a successful presentation. 

Over the years I have lost out to other 
magicians because my fees were always a little 
more, and I’ve never worried about it. In some 
cases the budget is extremely tight and I am 
happy to turn the work down, but in most 
cases if they look at what I bring to the table, 
they can find the extra funds to secure my 
services.

In future issues we will be addressing other 
aspects of performance for pay as opposed 
to entertaining for tips, or for the promise of 

ensuing employment. How do you charge, do 
you adjust your fees according to the days of 
the week? Is doing a charity event the same 
as doing a free show? What are these recent 
open mic magic jams? Do free showcases 
lead to future gigs? And what about pay-for 
showcases? Etc., etc.

And if you have any thoughts on this topic 
you would like us to address, please feel free 
to drop us an email with your question(s) and 
or ideas.
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JEFF CHRIStensen

I’ve known Eric for a number of years and he 
continually inspires me with his creativity, 
dedication and amazing sense of humor.  I’m 
proud to say, when I last checked, he considers me 
his 29th best friend!

Jeff: Thanks so much for taking the time to 
share your thoughts with our readers.

Eric:  My pleasure.

Jeff: How did you end up in mentalism?

Eric:  I’m something of an unusual case in that 
I was never into magic as a kid.  My early interest 
was always human behavior and psychology, 
which led me to mentalism, but much later in life.  
The work of Max Maven and Richard Osterlind 
inspired me like a moth to a flame! I had already 
had an extensive career in the corporate world 
and I decided to make mentalism my second 
career.

Jeff: When you say corporate world are you 
talking about your time in radio?

Over the year’s magic has given me the 
distinct privilege of meeting and spending 
time with some pretty amazing performers.  
This month I’m thrilled to be able to share a 
recent interview that I had with mentalist, 
creator and keynote speaker Eric Samuels.

IS 
MAGIC

EDUCATION
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Jeff:  You have some awesome products.  I think The Medallion is my 
favourite.  Do you have any suggestions for magicians consider adding 
some mentalism to their shows?

Eric:  That’s not an easy question to answer.  An important component 
of my performing philosophy is to weave a credible narrative and 
believability into a mentalism performance.  This helps build the 
improbability of the content of the show as it progresses.  For example, 
I weave legitimate psychology into many of my routines, which creates 
a foundation of believability.  Then, as my show progresses, the level 
of extraordinary, escalates.  This is not necessary in a magic show 
although some magicians add narrative brilliantly. I believe that the use 
of narrative and difficulty curve are an important distinction between 
magic and mentalism.  

Jeff: You certainly put quite a bit of thought into your work!

Eric:  That’s right.  I began my radio career in a mid-size market as an 
on-air host (DJ) but quickly found myself in management as a program 
director.  Through these experiences I learned the essential requirement 
to communicate efficiently and with compelling content.  Otherwise, 
your listeners simply change stations.

Jeff: Communicating efficiently is essential to any performer.  What 
else did these experiences teach you?

Eric:  As the program director I was responsible for just about everything 
related to the station including promotion, marketing, research and 
these skills have served me well in my new career as a mentalist and 
creator.

Jeff: Can you share your experiences as a product creator/designer?

Eric:  I set out to create things for my own shows that didn’t exist. 
When I showed the first couple of items (The White Box and Thought-
Slicing), to a few local performer friends, they suggested there would be 
a demand and that I should make them available to our community. This 
led to the creation of my product line: www.MentalismTools.com

My mandate is not to sell as many items as possible. But to make limited 
numbers of some of my favourite items to fellow performers. While 
keeping things low profile. This is why I created a password protected 
website, to protect the secrets of my stuff!

“My mandate is not to sell as many items 
as possible. But to make limited numbers 

of some of my favourite items to fellow 
performers. While keeping things low profile. 

This is why I created a password protected 
website, to protect the secrets of my stuff!”
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Eric:  Just to be clear, this is not some sort of 
highbrow or elitist attitude that mentalism 
is more serious.  I don’t subscribe to that 
nonsense.  I simply believe that a mentalism 
performance requires a different framing 
that becomes the connective tissue of a 
performance.  So, to try to answer your 
original question – it’s relatively easy to add 
mental-magic effects to a magic show – like 
a ‘which-hand’ or prediction effect. But 
mentalism, which I distinguish from mental-
magic, is best served as having its own, 
stand-alone, narrative or framing.

Jeff: Who would you describe as your 
biggest influence?

Eric: Hmm, hard to say. The performer for 
whom I have the greatest respect is Derren 
Brown. He has raised the bar and set the 
standard for Mentalists.  I’ve tried very hard 
not to have my style or content influenced 
by him (or anyone else), but I do apply 
the standard he’s set as my goal for any 
routine. Which is to say, the audience must 
be entertained, engaged, and surprised! 
– otherwise, what’s the point?  We have to 
remember the high bar of entertainment 
options our audience has available to them. 
From films using the latest CGI technology, 
to VR gaming, people expect nothing less 

than an engaging entertainment experience. 
And while we might be at a disadvantage in 
terms of the (comparative) production value 
of our shows, we have the capacity to deliver 
a connective, personal, experience that most 
other forms of entertainment can’t match. 

Jeff: What kind of mentalism do you like to 
perform?

Eric:  One of the most important factors I 
try to build into my performances is that 
it’s not about ME, it’s about WE. Which is to 
say that my shows are collaborative. Not 
only does this mean that they are highly 
interactive, but that the content is not about 
me; I never want to come across as a show-
off (for lack of a better term). So, in many of 
my routines, the focus is on the audience 
– their lives, memories, dreams. In these 
situations, I become the facilitator through 
whom everything happens. And as I would 
often tell radio hosts – whatever happens on 
your show (if a guest says something funny, 
for example), is credited to your show. So, 
if, for example, an audience member gets 
a good laugh, I laugh along. I don’t try to 
upstage or one-up him. A show is the sum 
of many parts, of which I am one. When an 
audience member is driving home, they don’t 
remember who or what made them laugh 

– they just remember laughing. And, if I’ve 
done my job (on and off stage) that positive 
association goes to my brand.

Jeff: I think many magicians would greatly 
benefit from that insight.  Can you share a bit 
about your Fool Us experience?

Eric: Terrific crew and lots of fun. But 
performing for television can be stressful. I had 
made last minute changes to my presentation 
(which was designed from the beginning to 
entertain, with no expectations to fool them). 
So when things went a little astray during 
dress (the afternoon before that evening’s 
live performance) I was quite concerned. But I 
went over everything a few more time, worked 
out the issues, and the performance went 
quite well. I do recommend the experience. It 
was a great opportunity and the response has 
been great. 

Jeff:   What’s next for you?

Eric:  My first full book will be out early 
in 2020. Setting The Stage will be a major 
work which combines my original routines 
(including much of my active material) with 
essays on performance and mindset. I am 
really proud of this work, which has been 5 
years in the making!

Jeff:  I’m looking forward to 
it…you can put me down for a copy! 
Thanks again for taking the time to 
share your thoughts with us!

I’m confident that Eric Samuels has 
shared some thoughts and ideas with 
you that you’ve found worthwhile.  
Next month I’m looking forward to 
sharing my experiences meeting 
and attending Michael Port’s Heroic 
Public Speaking core class.  Until then 
remember, Magic is Education!

Jeff Christensen (M. Ed.)

www.Corporate-Infotainer.com

Force a card with no deck switch, no pinky break, no double lifts, no controlling the 
cards. Force the right card every time! Do this with a totally examinable gimmick 
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audience member is driving home, they don’t 
remember who or what made them laugh 

– they just remember laughing. And, if I’ve 
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association goes to my brand.

Jeff: I think many magicians would greatly 
benefit from that insight.  Can you share a bit 
about your Fool Us experience?

Eric: Terrific crew and lots of fun. But 
performing for television can be stressful. I had 
made last minute changes to my presentation 
(which was designed from the beginning to 
entertain, with no expectations to fool them). 
So when things went a little astray during 
dress (the afternoon before that evening’s 
live performance) I was quite concerned. But I 
went over everything a few more time, worked 
out the issues, and the performance went 
quite well. I do recommend the experience. It 
was a great opportunity and the response has 
been great. 

Jeff:   What’s next for you?

Eric:  My first full book will be out early 
in 2020. Setting The Stage will be a major 
work which combines my original routines 
(including much of my active material) with 
essays on performance and mindset. I am 
really proud of this work, which has been 5 
years in the making!

Jeff:  I’m looking forward to 
it…you can put me down for a copy! 
Thanks again for taking the time to 
share your thoughts with us!

I’m confident that Eric Samuels has 
shared some thoughts and ideas with 
you that you’ve found worthwhile.  
Next month I’m looking forward to 
sharing my experiences meeting 
and attending Michael Port’s Heroic 
Public Speaking core class.  Until then 
remember, Magic is Education!

Jeff Christensen (M. Ed.)

www.Corporate-Infotainer.com

Force a card with no deck switch, no pinky break, no double lifts, no controlling the 
cards. Force the right card every time! Do this with a totally examinable gimmick 

that is easy to use and 100% reliable. 5 routines plus a bonus idea included.
Available in Red or Blue.

Available at your favorite Murphy’s Magic Dealer.
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

COMPACT VASE
VICTOR VOITKO SILVER EDITION.

Many magicians perform the Sands of the desert 
trick. In this trick, the visual effect is extremely 
important, so that all spectators can see how 
you’re pouring the sand into the vase, how the 
sand is getting mixed, how the water inside the 
vase is getting darker.

If the vase isn’t the stem one and merely stands 
on the table, then the visual effect becomes far 
less impressive than it’s supposed to be.

With a tall stem vase, the visual effect is 
enhancing. On the other hand, a tall stem vase 
is not convenient for transportation. It not only 
occupies much space in the baggage, it is also 
fragile and heavy.

We’re offering the perfect solution - a portable 
Compact Vase for the Magic Sand trick!

Magic sands trick with our Compact Vase on a 
high leg more visible to spectators!

Specifications:

- The vase is specially made of shatterproof 
plastic material.
- The vase is 26 cm in diameter and 10 cm in 
height.
- Compact and lightweight vase.
- The vase height is 33 cm in the assembled 
condition.
- Disassembled, the vase dimension is 10 cm in 
height. 
- The total weight is 1.300 kg.
- All other parts are made of polished aluminum. 
The footing of the vase stem is stable. 
- Convenient to transport. Everything is packed 

THIS IS SUCH A GREAT TOOL FOR ANY MAGICIAN WHO LOVES PERFORMING ONE OF 
THE ALL TIME GREATEST CLASSIC ROUTINES. THE PROBLEM IN THE PAST HAS BEEN 
TRANSPORTING THE BOWL NEEDED TO PERFORM THIS IN. VICTOR HAS SOLVED THIS 
PROBLEM AND ADDED A STAND TO THE BOWL WHICH MEANS IT IS MUCH MORE 
VISIBLE AS IT STANDS HIGH OFF A TABLE. THIS IS DEFINITELY A PACK SMALL PLAY BIG 
TYPE OF EFFECT.

THE SHATTERPROOF MATERIAL USED FOR THE BOWL LOOKS LIKE A GLASS BOWL 
FROM A DISTANCE, AND IS EXTREMELY LIGHT WEIGHT. YOU CAN PUT THIS IN YOUR 
NORMAL LUGGAGE WITHOUT FEAR OF IT GETTING SMASHED OR CRACKED. 

TO SET UP THE BASE AND STAND WILL TAKE LESS THAN A MINUTE. IT ALL COMES IN A 
PADDED PROTECTED BAG. YOU ALSO GET THREE SMALL GLASSES SHOULD YOU NEED 
THEM, WHICH FIT PERFECTLY IN TO THE BAG WITH THE VASE.

THERE ARE TWO VERSIONS AVAILABLE, GOLD OR SILVER.  VICTOR HAS YET AGAIN 
PRODUCED AN INCREDIBLY HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT THAT IS AN INCREDIBLE TOOL 
FOR THE WORKING MAGICIAN.

AVAILABLE: MAGIC-VOITKO.COM

PRICE:  SILVER: € 170.00
 GOLD: € 180.00
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in one bag.
- Available in two color - silver and gold..

This set includes:

Vase - 1
Vase stem and footing - 1
Shipping bag - 1
Three glasses for sand - 3
 

Packs of colourful sand and of chemical powder are not 
included in the set.

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive an extremely well made bowl that is super 
light and compact. It is the perfect tool for anybody 
who performs Sands Of Time as it packs small and plays 
big!!As somebody 

One of my main concerns with the Sand 
routine is transporting the bowl. Victor 
has fixed this issue with his shatterproof 
version which comes with a stand so you 
can have it up high sitting on any table. 
You also receive three small glasses and 
the padded carrying case. Everything 
fits neatly inside and takes less than a 
minute to set up. 

It is this type of thinking that makes this 
such a great item for any magician. I  am 
excited to now put this amazing routine 
back in my show as it’s always been my 
favorite. 

Note that you don’t get the Magic Sands 

routine but if you already perform this 
then you’ll have everything you need. 
Victor does sell the special sand should 
you need it. 

You could also combine this with 
his production table and you’ll have 
something that will work under any 
condition and pack small play big!!

A huge thank you to Victor for producing 
this amazing tool for magicians - 
definitely something every performer 
who travels and performs Magic Sands 
will want to get!!

"Victor has produced 
another great tool 
for magicians who 

perform the Sands of 
Time.”

- Paul Romhany

https://youtu.be/7ZwOm8DNPxw

http://magic-voitko.com
http://MAGIC-VOITKO.COM
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PAUL ROMHANY & FRIENDS

If you would like to have your product reviewed 
in Vanish, then post it to the Magic Review team.

With an audience of over 100,000 readers your 
product will reach a wider audience than any 
other trade magazine. 

NOTE: We get sent A LOT of magic to review and 
ONLY CHOOSE the products we feel deserve the 
space. Not ALL products will make the review 
column.
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ERAN BLIZOVSKY 
QUATRO WALLET1 

PRICE: $65.00
AVAILABLE All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

The Quatro Wallet is a new multiple outs wallet that can be used for 
4, 8 or even more outs. The wallet is a great utility tool for close-up/
walk around workers, and for mentalists in stage or parlor settings. 
Use the wallet with cards, books, newspapers, magazines and 
everyday objects, or even as a switching device for billets, bills and 
more. 

The wallet is made from high quality soft leather, comes in a box with 
a deck of cards and an explanation video sharing some ideas and 
routines for close up and stage. The wallet has a special marking so 
you can always know the orientation of your outcome. 

The wallet itself is 3.5 x 5” (9cm x 12.5cm) and is very thin. 

A must for close-up workers and mentalists - just toss it into your 
jeans pocket and you are ready to go!

MY THOUGHTS:
Last month we reviewed an envelope that did exactly the same thing 
this does, except this is made from leather. At the end of the day it 
depends on your budget and what you want to achieve. Both are 
exactly the same. I feel the envelope has a much more organic feel 
to it but this one will last longer and is much easier to access the 
predictions or cards inside.

In the advertising they say you can use this for 8 outs, which you 
can if you use double-sided cards, it’s the same with the envelope 
version. The wallet itself is really well made and it will last. What I 
like about this is the hidden ‘key’ on the front so you know which 
opening is where. This is also much sturdier so they won’t feel any 

other cards inside due to the soft leather nature of this. It also comes 
with a deck of cards for a trick that is explained on the download. To 
be honest I could take or leave the card trick because what you really 
want is the actual wallet. The download has some other routines that 
range from card predictions to a magazine test revelation. More than 
anything it shows you ways to use the wallet and there are probably 
hundreds of different ideas you could use this for. 

This is a really nice wallet that does exactly what it says it does. It’s an 
‘out’ wallet that offers four different positions so you can have multiple 
outs.  Perform the routine that is supplied or come up with your own. 
A great tool for mentalists and magicians.

WHO: Any level from hobbyist to professional
WHERE: Close-up or parlour magic

LAURA LONDON
CRIMSON DECK2 

PRICE: $40.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

The most innocent, yet diabolical gaffed deck of cards! 

From television and the real-world working repertoire of Laura 
London, comes the most versatile gaffed deck of cards: The Crimson 
Deck! 

The Crimson Deck is a brand-new utility in the world of trick cards 
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that allows you to have a card selected in the fairest manner possible. 
Just spread the cards, and then let the spectator place their selection 
back into the deck themselves. So far, you couldn’t ask for a more fair 
process. The magician can then spread the cards and there are only 
51... the spectator’s selection has vanished. It can then appear in the 
card box that just a moment ago held the deck and has been in the 
spectator’s possession, or anywhere else you want it to appear! 

- Ready to perform right out of the box 

- Comes with full routines by: Laura London, Nicholas Lawrence, and 
The Other Brothers 

- Simple enough for beginners, powerful enough for pros. 

- Includes multiple, separate, in-depth instructional videos 

Unlike most gaffed decks, this is not a one trick pony. Multiple, 
different style routines are taught and once you have it in your hands, 
you’ll find yourself inventing your own routines as well! 

You can perform standard sleight of hand card magic, then use the 
features of The Crimson Deck to achieve the impossible, then end 
with your favorite card trick closer, all without a single deck switch. Try 
doing that with an Invisible Deck!

MY THOUGHTS:
The first thing you’ll notice is the lovely packaging. It comes in a hard 
case style box which protects the deck of cards. Pretty much this is 
a regular deck with a small bunch of cards that are gimmicked. The 
gimmicks themselves aren’t new, however with fewer gimmicks you 
can now shuffle the cards, so this is a nice addition. If you use the 
regular cards often then you can easily transfer the gimmick cards 
to that deck.  You are supplied with a regular deck of cards plus the 
necessary gimmicks cards, plus a link to a tutorial with ideas by Laura 
London, Nicholas Lawrence and The Other Brothers.

I felt Nicholas’ routine was the strongest as a chosen card keeps 
vanishing from a small group of cards and moving to another. 
It is certainly the most visual and entertaining. This routine had 
more structure and I think was more unusual than most. I liked his 
presentation of palming and then the hand being quicker than the 
eye. It made a lot of sense and it showed the performer has skill, 
even though the cards did the work. The nature of the cards that are 
supplied help make this possible. 

Laura’s routine wasn’t as strong. It wasn’t bad but basically the 
spectator chooses a card and it appears inside an empty card box. 
The same trick could be done with a regular deck of cards, however 
because of the gimmick cards you don’t need skill as they do the work 
for you. There is the addition of the chosen card vanishing from the 
deck once they are spread out on the table which is a nice touch. I 
personally felt the routine wasn’t as strong as Nicholas’ version. If you 
are new to magic and forcing a card scares you then this would be a 
strong piece of magic for you.

 The Other Brothers share a routine using the gimmick cards and this 
is a nice packet style trick where a chosen card vanishes in a clean way 
and ends up in another packet held by the spectator. 

While not earth shattering as far as a card trick goes it is a nice addition 
for the beginner. I think there are far more entertaining card tricks out 
there rather than choose a card find a card premise. The addition of 
the gimmicks in to a deck certainly makes this premise much easier 
and seems to be much fairer to the spectator. 

VINNY SAGOO
CONNECTED 3 

WHO: Beginner to professional 
WHERE: close-up magic best with a table to spread the cards but they 
can be spread in your hand.

One of the cleanest and easiest mind-reading effects ever created! 

The Low-Down! 

You hand someone a plastic card with colorful objects on one side 
and wheels on the other. 

They mentally select ANY object and then turn the card over. 

They are then asked to focus on the first letter of their object and tell 
you if it is present on any of the wheels. 

You then ask them to MENTALLY send you the object. 

You take a deep breath and INSTANTLY reveal the object that the 
spectator is thinking of! 
VERY easy to do. 
Made on PVC card so it will last you a LIFETIME. 
FULL written and video instruction. 
Can be fully EXAMINED. 
Can repeated straight AWAY. 
Can be preformed totally HANDS off. 
This is something that you will always carry with you for those “show 
me a trick” moments! 

MY THOUGHTS:
A clever little mentalism effect that is perfect for the beginner. You 
are supplied with a single laminated card (about the size of a regular 
playing card) that has pictures on one side and circles with letters 
on the other. By having them look at the letters on the circle you are 
able to tell them the picture they chose. This is very easy to do and 
once you perform it several times you’ll get the answers much easier. 
Because the card is laminted you can easily carry this in your wallet 
and it won’t get ruined. Yes everything can be examined but I wouldn’t 
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leave it with the spectator for too long as they may figure it out. 
Personally I find these type of tricks more of a puzzle, but then again 
it all depends on how you present it. You could actually make this a 
much larger card and do it on stage.

Together 2.0. This incredibly visual torn-and-restored effect is 
surprising, and its method is unique in the world of magic. We 
join two systems in one, allowing you to perform different ways of 
reconstruction. 

Producing Together 2.0 took us a year. Handmade one by one and 
examined to deliver the best quality. 

This system has surprised many magicians around the world. Its 
development began in 2017, and now you can have it in your hands. 

It has everything you need to perform the effect: gimmick, additional 
elements and a video tutorial of approximately 40 minutes where we 
explain in detail how to use it. 

It includes 3 reconstruction methods and a bonus on how to replace 
or repair it if you damage it. It has a duration capacity for more than 
200 performances when using it correctly. 

As with all effects, we recommend watching the video before handling 
the trick.

MY THOUGHTS:
What a fantastic and visual torn and restored card. I have been familiar 
with one of the methods and used it for year, but this combination 
is brand new and the restoration looks amazing. The structure of 
this routine is extremely well thought out. You receive the necessary 
gimmicks which are very well made. You also get a very in-depth 
tutorial with various versions. It does practice but it will be well worth 
it. I would suggest you watch the entire video with cards in hand - and 
once you can do the ‘main’ move everything will flow in to the other. 
While this looks good live the real appeal here is for social media 
magic. This would look amazing on camera, but it’s one of those rare 
tricks that actually looks and works great live. 

In version one you have the spectator cut the cards in to four (yes 
using scissors to get a perfect cut is important as this is NOT a torn and 
restored card but a cut and restored.) After it has been cut you take 
the pieces from the spectator and literally instantly open it and it is 
restored. It is very quick and uses several clean methods to accomplish 
this. You need to switch the card and then you can hand it out.

Version two is slightly different in that you restore two pieces then 
instantly restore the entire card. This one looks great on camera. This 
is the method I would use on stage if I had a camera and screen. I’ve 
always like the idea of a screen and thought the close-up I would 
perform would need to be something like this. I actually found this 
version easier than the first.

Version three is a great routine for nightclubs or social media. This 
requires a bit more skill but if you want a KILLER routine this is well 
worth it.  This is a piece-by-piece restoration and looks AMAZING!!! 
Another great version if you want to do it on camera, again it can be 
done live but best for slightly darker performance situations.

This has to be one of my favourite VISUAL restorations of a card. With 
three different variations you can perform this depending on your 
performance requirements. I love the visual restoration of the last 
one, but also the instant restoration of the first one looks amazing. 
The gimmick is so well made you’ll want to spend the time needed to 
make this look truly impossible.

RICHARD WEBSTER
SCRYER’S ELITE

5 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6BK3cZa5n4
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spectator chooses a card and it appears inside an empty card box. 
The same trick could be done with a regular deck of cards, however 
because of the gimmick cards you don’t need skill as they do the work 
for you. There is the addition of the chosen card vanishing from the 
deck once they are spread out on the table which is a nice touch. I 
personally felt the routine wasn’t as strong as Nicholas’ version. If you 
are new to magic and forcing a card scares you then this would be a 
strong piece of magic for you.

 The Other Brothers share a routine using the gimmick cards and this 
is a nice packet style trick where a chosen card vanishes in a clean way 
and ends up in another packet held by the spectator. 

While not earth shattering as far as a card trick goes it is a nice addition 
for the beginner. I think there are far more entertaining card tricks out 
there rather than choose a card find a card premise. The addition of 
the gimmicks in to a deck certainly makes this premise much easier 
and seems to be much fairer to the spectator. 

VINNY SAGOO
CONNECTED 3 

WHO: Beginner to professional 
WHERE: close-up magic best with a table to spread the cards but they 
can be spread in your hand.

One of the cleanest and easiest mind-reading effects ever created! 

The Low-Down! 

You hand someone a plastic card with colorful objects on one side 
and wheels on the other. 

They mentally select ANY object and then turn the card over. 

They are then asked to focus on the first letter of their object and tell 
you if it is present on any of the wheels. 

You then ask them to MENTALLY send you the object. 

You take a deep breath and INSTANTLY reveal the object that the 
spectator is thinking of! 
VERY easy to do. 
Made on PVC card so it will last you a LIFETIME. 
FULL written and video instruction. 
Can be fully EXAMINED. 
Can repeated straight AWAY. 
Can be preformed totally HANDS off. 
This is something that you will always carry with you for those “show 
me a trick” moments! 

MY THOUGHTS:
A clever little mentalism effect that is perfect for the beginner. You 
are supplied with a single laminated card (about the size of a regular 
playing card) that has pictures on one side and circles with letters 
on the other. By having them look at the letters on the circle you are 
able to tell them the picture they chose. This is very easy to do and 
once you perform it several times you’ll get the answers much easier. 
Because the card is laminted you can easily carry this in your wallet 
and it won’t get ruined. Yes everything can be examined but I wouldn’t 
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leave it with the spectator for too long as they may figure it out. 
Personally I find these type of tricks more of a puzzle, but then again 
it all depends on how you present it. You could actually make this a 
much larger card and do it on stage.

Together 2.0. This incredibly visual torn-and-restored effect is 
surprising, and its method is unique in the world of magic. We 
join two systems in one, allowing you to perform different ways of 
reconstruction. 

Producing Together 2.0 took us a year. Handmade one by one and 
examined to deliver the best quality. 

This system has surprised many magicians around the world. Its 
development began in 2017, and now you can have it in your hands. 

It has everything you need to perform the effect: gimmick, additional 
elements and a video tutorial of approximately 40 minutes where we 
explain in detail how to use it. 

It includes 3 reconstruction methods and a bonus on how to replace 
or repair it if you damage it. It has a duration capacity for more than 
200 performances when using it correctly. 

As with all effects, we recommend watching the video before handling 
the trick.

MY THOUGHTS:
What a fantastic and visual torn and restored card. I have been familiar 
with one of the methods and used it for year, but this combination 
is brand new and the restoration looks amazing. The structure of 
this routine is extremely well thought out. You receive the necessary 
gimmicks which are very well made. You also get a very in-depth 
tutorial with various versions. It does practice but it will be well worth 
it. I would suggest you watch the entire video with cards in hand - and 
once you can do the ‘main’ move everything will flow in to the other. 
While this looks good live the real appeal here is for social media 
magic. This would look amazing on camera, but it’s one of those rare 
tricks that actually looks and works great live. 

In version one you have the spectator cut the cards in to four (yes 
using scissors to get a perfect cut is important as this is NOT a torn and 
restored card but a cut and restored.) After it has been cut you take 
the pieces from the spectator and literally instantly open it and it is 
restored. It is very quick and uses several clean methods to accomplish 
this. You need to switch the card and then you can hand it out.

Version two is slightly different in that you restore two pieces then 
instantly restore the entire card. This one looks great on camera. This 
is the method I would use on stage if I had a camera and screen. I’ve 
always like the idea of a screen and thought the close-up I would 
perform would need to be something like this. I actually found this 
version easier than the first.

Version three is a great routine for nightclubs or social media. This 
requires a bit more skill but if you want a KILLER routine this is well 
worth it.  This is a piece-by-piece restoration and looks AMAZING!!! 
Another great version if you want to do it on camera, again it can be 
done live but best for slightly darker performance situations.

This has to be one of my favourite VISUAL restorations of a card. With 
three different variations you can perform this depending on your 
performance requirements. I love the visual restoration of the last 
one, but also the instant restoration of the first one looks amazing. 
The gimmick is so well made you’ll want to spend the time needed to 
make this look truly impossible.

RICHARD WEBSTER
SCRYER’S ELITE
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hGzpSDeE3Y
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PRICE: $115.00

AVAILABLE: www.stevenmagic.com
Neal Scryer – without question has made an indelible mark in the 
world of mentalism. Neal, his friends and peers include the greatest 
names in the art. Neal has an almost cult-like following. Additionally, 
his books, exclusively produced by Richard Webster – are some of the 
most successful in terms of demand, content and sales. While it all 
started with the Black Book, it grew into a variety of other successful 
“must-have” projects.

With exception of a few downloads, Neal has remained out of the 
forefront for years. When asked “if and when” he would write again 
the answer was always “only if it was something truly special.” That 
moment has arrived. Neal Scryers latest – SCRYERS ELITE– is simply a 
must have book. Visually consume the list of contributors – and you 
will quickly agree that it is very rare to have a collection of such prolific 
and respected minds one on project.   The return of Scryer is here and 
its very impressive! 

William Barclay
Zac Barkowski
Larry Buakin
Steve Drury
Philip Gangleberger
Helmuth Grunewald
Anthony Jacquin
Max Maven
Sudo Nimh
Matt Pulsar
Jon Riggs
Neal Scryer – of course.
Michael Weber
Richard Webster
Jeremy Weiss
Some of the content Included:

A Scent of Lavender – A new approach to ashes in Palm very esoteric. 
This also leaves the participant feeling good as you sent them a special 
blessing. – Neal Scryer 
The Cellphone Pendulum – A very powerful effect using your phone 
their phone and a pendulum . This piece gives a wonderful reading 
using a pendulum plus and added kicker that they receive after as you 
create a business contact with everyone you do this to. In fact you can 
do a complete walk around event for hours just using your phone their 
phone that everyone has and a simple pendulum. – Neal Scryer 
Seance – This seance is all real and very simple the guests or 
participants bring everything you just guide them. This is an emotional 
piece use with good intention. – Neal Scryer 
Pendulum Experiment – This is a remarkable experiment that 
people will remember for a long time . Enough said that strong and 
memorable with your whole audience involved and one spectator. – 
Neal Scryer 
A Jar Full of Love and Wishes – This is real magic with good intent 
and very simple .it’s powerful and as real as it can get . Someone is 
watching over you – This is one that Neal was reluctant to reveal .It’s 
also how you can take something seemingly trivial and turn into pure 
gold . – Neal Scyer 
Loopy – A new principle to use the loop with an amazing effect . 
You can use this to take it to different levels once you read it . The 
possibilities are endless . – Neal Scryer 
Plus a few extra routines from Neal

Contributions from the top names in the art are as follows:

The Annie de Montfort Seance – Anthony Jacquin: This is an 
impromptu seance anywhere anytime with one person or a whole 
audience simply amazing . This is brilliant from a brilliant hypnotist in 
my book to be the greatest hypnotist of our time and proud to call him 
a friend.

The Seal of Saturn – Larry Baukin – What you are about to read is a 
specialized form of folk magic variously labeled rootwork , Hoodoo, 
conjure, and root magic. Careful – You can start a cult with this one. 
This one is a gem and  it will make a positive change in their life . You 
can earn a living just doing this one – simply brilliant.

Nine – Nine – One – Eight  – Steve Drury  – So simple and a gem from 
a gem of a person that can be applied to numerous other forces and 
this one uses a compass to for this brilliant handling to good.

Clairvoyant Cartomancy – Matt Pulsar – Best cartomancy I have ever 
witnessed  from a brilliant mind and dear friend . You just going to 
have to read this one so amazing.

Practical Design Duplication  – Phillip Ganglberger – A masterpiece 
of a design duplication using business cards from Germany’s top 
mentalist and a super creative person .

A Simple Truth – Sudo Nimh – A brilliant piece from a very dearly loved 
person .This is a simple card effect with a meaningful presentation 
that’s guaranteed to warm the heart of the participant.

 Statemental – Max Maven – This routine is a real gem a psychic travel 
agent using travel cards you will do this as quick as you read it.

Rose Bowl – Michael Weber – Worth the price of the book. Michael 
a  dear friend contributed this masterpiece which was was initially 
planning to self-release   I am very grateful to him. While it involves 
simply a bowl of water and rose petals the impact is exponential.  Can 
be performed at a dinner psychic event or almost any venue. So simple 
— yet so memorable — they will never forget. Pure gold!

Battery pendulum – The brilliant Richard Webster – This one was 
shared in Richards special workshop in Berlin. It’s very dear to him.  He 
promised not to share for a while till now one year later .

Warm and Cold Hand – Helmuth Grunewald – fresh from the success 
of his recent book – top selling book titled: Hanussen and Messing – 
With the assistance of Mark Stevens who reached out to Helmuth to 
see if he would contribute an effect. Helmuth agreed and this is his first 
time he is making a contribution to a collaborative project.  This effect 
is real and simply killer you can’t get better .

Dream Tarot – Zac Barkowski – the mentalist of the skies!  No joke 
– Zac has carved a unique niche where he is frequently booked by 
individuals and organizations that hire him to give readings on their 
corporate jets!  Mentalism at 40,000 feet is Zac’s forte! His contribution 
features a masterpiece tarot deck effect. You will need to put time 
in and work on this but the payoff is big! His signature effect never 
shared till now.

A Fish Deflects from Joys – Dr. Jeremy Weiss – One of the most 
amazing people and a dear friend who I love dearly.  Simply put the 
best advice one can ever get for readings . Was so good Jeremy has 
contributed a second one.

Do The Voodoo That You Do So Well –William Barclay –  A bizzarist 
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dream come true for any performer in the arts – from a brilliant mind.

Your Hearts Desire – Jon Riggs – Finally the legendary John Riggs has 
come back for a contribution for this book that put tears in my eyes.  
John is a dear friend and just came out of retirement to give me this 
piece. Sorry guys this one is simple, powerful and very dear to John. 
You will need to read the book.

Special Note: A lot of hard work from many people has been vested 
in an effort to provide serious members of our craft with this material. 
Please don’t allow this put out on torrents – it’s not fair to everyone 
buying this and to contributors. Certainly not fair to you either.  Keep 
such material special.  Please guard our secrets and our presentations 
and prevent as our art from withering on the vine.  All of us involved 
with this project sincerely wish you much love and great success.

MY THOUGHTS:
If you are a mentalist then this book is a MUST read. The material 
contained in here is pure Gold. Richard and Neal are the very best in 
the business and when ever they collaborate on a project you know it’s 
going to be amazing.  Every routine in here is hand picked by Richard 
and Neal and so it’s the elite of the elite from the contributors. 
I think the key to Neal’s material is his delivery and style. He is moving 
away from mentalism and is now a full-time intuitive consultant and 
healer. While the material in here is considered ‘mentalism’ you can 
understand how powerful the material is when performed by Neal. If 
you keep this thought in mind from Neal I think it will serve you well, 
“Treat people well. The good that you do will come back to you in 
many ways.” You get this idea in Neal’s material. Everything has a good 
vibe about it. The methods are often simple but in the real world they 
are extremely strong. This book is filled with a variety of material from 
the use of cellphone and pendulum to a great effect with invisible 
thread and photographs. 

The majority of material in here is from Neal’s friends and it reads like 
a whose who.  There is everything from Tarot cards to Voodoo to an 
amazing piece by Michael Weber called Rose Bowl where you give 
readings from roses in a bowl of water. For me this was one of the 
highlights of the book and it really does create the most amazing 
moment. If you give readings then you will LOVE this!!! Richard Webster 
also has some great pieces in here and I think his battery pendulum is 
such a great way to introduce the pendulum to somebody who has 
not done it before. It really makes so much sense and is the perfect 
lead in to something else with a pendulum. 

What I truly enjoyed about this book is that a lot of the material uses 
ordinary props such as business cards, rose petals and tarot cards. This 
book is not meant for the general magician or even mentalist, but for 
those who want to leave their spectators with a much more powerful 
feeling than simply tricks. Scryer and Webster know the real secret to 
making a performance strong and believable and leaving a spectator 
with memories they will never forget. The material in here is designed 
for just that purpose and for people who know how to present it.  I 
liked Micahel Weber’s opening remarks in his Forword, “… we are well 
on our way to reaching “Peak Mentalism.” Any day now we are likely to 
see some version of “Flashback,” “MOAB,” or a “Peek Wallet.” included as 
part of a children’s magic kit. What you will find in here, and especially 
if you have followed Scryer and Webster as I have, is material that 
is designed to leave an audience with a feeling of true wonder, 
something very personal to them, and leaving them feeling better 
than when you started. 

TWISTER MAGIC
ZOMBIE BOOK

6 

PRICE: $50.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Effect: 

The magician tells the story of an abandoned house where a family 
lived. One day walking through the city, the magician passed in front 
of the abandoned house and found a family album at the door of the 
house. 

Now the magician shows the album and opens it and presents to the 
children the photos of that family, saying: “Dad, mom, brothers, the 
twins, the grandparents, the cousins, the dog and the cat.” 

Legend says that this family disappeared from the city because they 
were transformed into zombies...Do you believe in zombies? Because, 
I don’t! 

Now while the magician shows the album, it is observed that all the 
photos have been transformed into zombies, but the magician doesn’t 
realize it. The children will point to the magician to let him know what 
has happened, but the magician will be in a state of denial. Actually 
when he opens the album, the photos of the normal family will be 
seen again. 

This situation will occur a few more times and the effects will now 
increase -- a zombie hand will appear behind the album repeatedly 
playing with the magician and with the children. 

Now when the magician opens the book he will realize that all the 
photos of the family have disappeared! He will start looking for them 
everywhere with no luck, giving up. 

When he turns around to place the book aside, all the children will see 
the zombies hanging on the magician’s back and pointing again to 
him, bursting into laughter! 

What you receive: 

- 1 special printed photo album (with magnets incorporated) 
- 1 low zombie hand (specially gimmicked with magnets)

http://www.stevenmagic.com
http://www.stevenmagic.com
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PRICE: $115.00

AVAILABLE: www.stevenmagic.com
Neal Scryer – without question has made an indelible mark in the 
world of mentalism. Neal, his friends and peers include the greatest 
names in the art. Neal has an almost cult-like following. Additionally, 
his books, exclusively produced by Richard Webster – are some of the 
most successful in terms of demand, content and sales. While it all 
started with the Black Book, it grew into a variety of other successful 
“must-have” projects.

With exception of a few downloads, Neal has remained out of the 
forefront for years. When asked “if and when” he would write again 
the answer was always “only if it was something truly special.” That 
moment has arrived. Neal Scryers latest – SCRYERS ELITE– is simply a 
must have book. Visually consume the list of contributors – and you 
will quickly agree that it is very rare to have a collection of such prolific 
and respected minds one on project.   The return of Scryer is here and 
its very impressive! 

William Barclay
Zac Barkowski
Larry Buakin
Steve Drury
Philip Gangleberger
Helmuth Grunewald
Anthony Jacquin
Max Maven
Sudo Nimh
Matt Pulsar
Jon Riggs
Neal Scryer – of course.
Michael Weber
Richard Webster
Jeremy Weiss
Some of the content Included:

A Scent of Lavender – A new approach to ashes in Palm very esoteric. 
This also leaves the participant feeling good as you sent them a special 
blessing. – Neal Scryer 
The Cellphone Pendulum – A very powerful effect using your phone 
their phone and a pendulum . This piece gives a wonderful reading 
using a pendulum plus and added kicker that they receive after as you 
create a business contact with everyone you do this to. In fact you can 
do a complete walk around event for hours just using your phone their 
phone that everyone has and a simple pendulum. – Neal Scryer 
Seance – This seance is all real and very simple the guests or 
participants bring everything you just guide them. This is an emotional 
piece use with good intention. – Neal Scryer 
Pendulum Experiment – This is a remarkable experiment that 
people will remember for a long time . Enough said that strong and 
memorable with your whole audience involved and one spectator. – 
Neal Scryer 
A Jar Full of Love and Wishes – This is real magic with good intent 
and very simple .it’s powerful and as real as it can get . Someone is 
watching over you – This is one that Neal was reluctant to reveal .It’s 
also how you can take something seemingly trivial and turn into pure 
gold . – Neal Scyer 
Loopy – A new principle to use the loop with an amazing effect . 
You can use this to take it to different levels once you read it . The 
possibilities are endless . – Neal Scryer 
Plus a few extra routines from Neal

Contributions from the top names in the art are as follows:

The Annie de Montfort Seance – Anthony Jacquin: This is an 
impromptu seance anywhere anytime with one person or a whole 
audience simply amazing . This is brilliant from a brilliant hypnotist in 
my book to be the greatest hypnotist of our time and proud to call him 
a friend.

The Seal of Saturn – Larry Baukin – What you are about to read is a 
specialized form of folk magic variously labeled rootwork , Hoodoo, 
conjure, and root magic. Careful – You can start a cult with this one. 
This one is a gem and  it will make a positive change in their life . You 
can earn a living just doing this one – simply brilliant.

Nine – Nine – One – Eight  – Steve Drury  – So simple and a gem from 
a gem of a person that can be applied to numerous other forces and 
this one uses a compass to for this brilliant handling to good.

Clairvoyant Cartomancy – Matt Pulsar – Best cartomancy I have ever 
witnessed  from a brilliant mind and dear friend . You just going to 
have to read this one so amazing.

Practical Design Duplication  – Phillip Ganglberger – A masterpiece 
of a design duplication using business cards from Germany’s top 
mentalist and a super creative person .

A Simple Truth – Sudo Nimh – A brilliant piece from a very dearly loved 
person .This is a simple card effect with a meaningful presentation 
that’s guaranteed to warm the heart of the participant.

 Statemental – Max Maven – This routine is a real gem a psychic travel 
agent using travel cards you will do this as quick as you read it.

Rose Bowl – Michael Weber – Worth the price of the book. Michael 
a  dear friend contributed this masterpiece which was was initially 
planning to self-release   I am very grateful to him. While it involves 
simply a bowl of water and rose petals the impact is exponential.  Can 
be performed at a dinner psychic event or almost any venue. So simple 
— yet so memorable — they will never forget. Pure gold!

Battery pendulum – The brilliant Richard Webster – This one was 
shared in Richards special workshop in Berlin. It’s very dear to him.  He 
promised not to share for a while till now one year later .

Warm and Cold Hand – Helmuth Grunewald – fresh from the success 
of his recent book – top selling book titled: Hanussen and Messing – 
With the assistance of Mark Stevens who reached out to Helmuth to 
see if he would contribute an effect. Helmuth agreed and this is his first 
time he is making a contribution to a collaborative project.  This effect 
is real and simply killer you can’t get better .

Dream Tarot – Zac Barkowski – the mentalist of the skies!  No joke 
– Zac has carved a unique niche where he is frequently booked by 
individuals and organizations that hire him to give readings on their 
corporate jets!  Mentalism at 40,000 feet is Zac’s forte! His contribution 
features a masterpiece tarot deck effect. You will need to put time 
in and work on this but the payoff is big! His signature effect never 
shared till now.

A Fish Deflects from Joys – Dr. Jeremy Weiss – One of the most 
amazing people and a dear friend who I love dearly.  Simply put the 
best advice one can ever get for readings . Was so good Jeremy has 
contributed a second one.

Do The Voodoo That You Do So Well –William Barclay –  A bizzarist 
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dream come true for any performer in the arts – from a brilliant mind.

Your Hearts Desire – Jon Riggs – Finally the legendary John Riggs has 
come back for a contribution for this book that put tears in my eyes.  
John is a dear friend and just came out of retirement to give me this 
piece. Sorry guys this one is simple, powerful and very dear to John. 
You will need to read the book.

Special Note: A lot of hard work from many people has been vested 
in an effort to provide serious members of our craft with this material. 
Please don’t allow this put out on torrents – it’s not fair to everyone 
buying this and to contributors. Certainly not fair to you either.  Keep 
such material special.  Please guard our secrets and our presentations 
and prevent as our art from withering on the vine.  All of us involved 
with this project sincerely wish you much love and great success.
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the business and when ever they collaborate on a project you know it’s 
going to be amazing.  Every routine in here is hand picked by Richard 
and Neal and so it’s the elite of the elite from the contributors. 
I think the key to Neal’s material is his delivery and style. He is moving 
away from mentalism and is now a full-time intuitive consultant and 
healer. While the material in here is considered ‘mentalism’ you can 
understand how powerful the material is when performed by Neal. If 
you keep this thought in mind from Neal I think it will serve you well, 
“Treat people well. The good that you do will come back to you in 
many ways.” You get this idea in Neal’s material. Everything has a good 
vibe about it. The methods are often simple but in the real world they 
are extremely strong. This book is filled with a variety of material from 
the use of cellphone and pendulum to a great effect with invisible 
thread and photographs. 

The majority of material in here is from Neal’s friends and it reads like 
a whose who.  There is everything from Tarot cards to Voodoo to an 
amazing piece by Michael Weber called Rose Bowl where you give 
readings from roses in a bowl of water. For me this was one of the 
highlights of the book and it really does create the most amazing 
moment. If you give readings then you will LOVE this!!! Richard Webster 
also has some great pieces in here and I think his battery pendulum is 
such a great way to introduce the pendulum to somebody who has 
not done it before. It really makes so much sense and is the perfect 
lead in to something else with a pendulum. 

What I truly enjoyed about this book is that a lot of the material uses 
ordinary props such as business cards, rose petals and tarot cards. This 
book is not meant for the general magician or even mentalist, but for 
those who want to leave their spectators with a much more powerful 
feeling than simply tricks. Scryer and Webster know the real secret to 
making a performance strong and believable and leaving a spectator 
with memories they will never forget. The material in here is designed 
for just that purpose and for people who know how to present it.  I 
liked Micahel Weber’s opening remarks in his Forword, “… we are well 
on our way to reaching “Peak Mentalism.” Any day now we are likely to 
see some version of “Flashback,” “MOAB,” or a “Peek Wallet.” included as 
part of a children’s magic kit. What you will find in here, and especially 
if you have followed Scryer and Webster as I have, is material that 
is designed to leave an audience with a feeling of true wonder, 
something very personal to them, and leaving them feeling better 
than when you started. 

TWISTER MAGIC
ZOMBIE BOOK
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PRICE: $50.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Effect: 

The magician tells the story of an abandoned house where a family 
lived. One day walking through the city, the magician passed in front 
of the abandoned house and found a family album at the door of the 
house. 

Now the magician shows the album and opens it and presents to the 
children the photos of that family, saying: “Dad, mom, brothers, the 
twins, the grandparents, the cousins, the dog and the cat.” 

Legend says that this family disappeared from the city because they 
were transformed into zombies...Do you believe in zombies? Because, 
I don’t! 

Now while the magician shows the album, it is observed that all the 
photos have been transformed into zombies, but the magician doesn’t 
realize it. The children will point to the magician to let him know what 
has happened, but the magician will be in a state of denial. Actually 
when he opens the album, the photos of the normal family will be 
seen again. 

This situation will occur a few more times and the effects will now 
increase -- a zombie hand will appear behind the album repeatedly 
playing with the magician and with the children. 

Now when the magician opens the book he will realize that all the 
photos of the family have disappeared! He will start looking for them 
everywhere with no luck, giving up. 

When he turns around to place the book aside, all the children will see 
the zombies hanging on the magician’s back and pointing again to 
him, bursting into laughter! 

What you receive: 

- 1 special printed photo album (with magnets incorporated) 
- 1 low zombie hand (specially gimmicked with magnets)

http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vt7HqDgaA2Q
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- 1 pointing zombie hand (specially gimmicked with magnets)
- 1 hanging zombie dad figure (to hang on your back)
- 1 hanging zombie grandma figure (to hang on your back)
- 1 instructional online video

MY THOUGHTS:
What a great update for the color change book. This version has a 
great story line that is not only perfect for Halloween but I am sure 
would be fun in a regular kids show. The addition here is that you have 
cut outs of hands coming out of the book and after the pictures have 
disappeared you turn around and some of the characters are on your 
back. Any children’s entertainer will instantly see the value and fun this 
item will produce with kids. Zombies are all the rage and so you can tie 
a zombie theme in to your performance.

I love the cartoony feel of the book and the artwork is first rate. The 
book is also well made and there are some great additions built in 
to the extra gimmicks that make it easy to perform. They have gone 
to a lot of trouble and thought making sure every aspect is covered. 
You can casually show both sides of the book and the won’t see any 
extra ‘parts’ because of the wonderful camouflage built in. The idea of 
showing the family album then showing it again and the characters 
turn in to Zombies will really get the kids going. You then have hands 
trying to crawl out of the book and your pocket, then some of the 
characters on your back finally to show them vanishing from the book. 

I can see this becoming a favourite of all kids performers and the kids 
will go nuts for this!!!

MARTIN LEWIS
CARDIOGRAPHIC 
LITE ACTION BUNNY

7 

PRICE: $69.95
AVAILABLE All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

The magician shows a picture of a top hat. A rabbit magically rises out 
of the hat bearing a “Happy Birthday” card. The picture is then torn off, 
signed, and given to the birthday child. 

I have added an extra feature to Birthday Cardiographic Lite. In this 
version, the rabbit not only rises out of the hat but can duck back 
inside too. This allows a “look don’t see” sequence where everyone 
can see the bunny in the hat except you, a plot known to delight 
kids worldwide! After that, the rabbit rises to his full height to reveal a 
Happy Birthday message that you tear out and give to the celebrant. 

Consider this for your closer, get all the kids to sign the birthday card 
and, while they are busy with that, make an uninterrupted exit. 

Birthday Cardiographic Lite resets in a flash, comes with 30 giveaway 
pages, and written and video instructions.

MY THOUGHTS:
Martin Lewis has released another fantastic version of the original 
Cardiographic. For ANYBODY who does kids birthday parties then 
THIS IS A MUST own item. First of all the method is similar but with this 
version the rabbit in the hat can go up and down until it finally reveals 
the HAPPY BIRTHDAY CARD. What a fun way to give something special 
to the child. Like his later versions the re-set is seconds and you can 
buy refills but there are enough for 30 performances. Imagine giving 
away something very special that is magic and can be signed by you 
and even all the kids at the party. This is super easy to perform but 
exactly the type of trick kids love. 
You receive the extremely well made pad ready to go plus a download 
tutorial. 
This is an item every kids performer should own and will use!!!

 MARK CHANDAUE
HARPACROWN8 
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PRICE: $64.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Mark Chandaue’s Harpacrown Standard Edition contains 260 
beautifully illustrated pages of solid, practical material from the 
mind of Mark Chandaue. In this book you will learn many workable 
routines but more importantly you will learn the thinking behind 
every element of the routine. The effects are used to illustrate deeper 
principles that will assist the reader to take their performance and 
creativity to the next level. The effects themselves are all audience 
tested and have been refined over many years. There is no filler and 
no pipe dreams.
Paul Romhany

MY THOUGHTS
This 324 page book is a book filled with practical and strong routines. 
The methods aren’t complicated but the effects are direct and hard 
hitting and range from close-up to stage. The book starts off with a 
wonderful tribute to Mark’s father Ross Chandaue who himself was a 
very respected magician.  I am sure Ross would be very proud to see 
Mark’s book and see how far he has come in the magic/mentalism 
world. As a father myself I found this chapter very emotional and 
I was glad it was in the book. Mark has a fun way of writing and 
describing that I would often found myself smiling and laughing. 

The first routine is actually a tool called The Chandaue Switch which 
can be used by mentalists or magicians where you switch one coin 
for another. It will take a little practice however well worth the effort. 
This is a very clean and innocent switch. 

There are effects in here using The Chandaue Switch such as Melt 
which is a two phase routine ending with a coin bend. PUSH is not 
just one coin bend but several coins bend in the spectator’s hand.
There are great illustrations and you can make up tools and props 
needed such as in SECOND DATE where you learn how to make a 
double ended envelope. 

NUMBERS is a modern routine using a borrowed phone and is a 
routine showing how numbers connect us all. This is one of my 
favorite routines in the book and involves a lot of spectators and can 
be done walk-around or stage. The fact free choices are made with 
inputting numbers and birthdates makes this a very strong effect.
If you enjoy drawing duplications then you’ll find a good one in 
PICTURES. In this version a person draws an image on a business 
card and places it in their pocket. You are then able to duplicate their 
drawing. There are four handlings taught which include one that 
can be done surrounded. In most cases this type of routine can’t be 
done surrounded but Mark has come up with a great solution. What 
I love about this over other versions is how clean this is, and  there 
is no need to put the card in the stack, but it goes directly in the 
person’s pocket. If you like drawing duplications then you will love 
this method. 

The book also includes some essays by Mark that will make you think 
about your performance and showing respect for our art. In any book 
I love reading views by other performs and Mark makes a lot of valid 
points. 

As a huge fan of the Out To Lunch principle I was happy to see a 
chapter on this and the routines included were novel and give a 
different view on this idea.  Still one of the best ideas and underused 
in magic.

My all time favourite routine is DICING WITH DEATH. This is a fantastic 
theatrical piece using six spectators. One of my corporate shows is 
Murder by Magic and this fits in perfectly. This is a really novel and 
terrific routine using minimal props but plays big. For me this is worth 
the price of the book. 

You will also find a BONUS section with effects and essays by guest 
contributors including Michael Murray, Mark Elsdon, John Carey and 
Myke Philips.

This book is filled with real gems and is highly recommended for 
anybody who performs mentalism. There is something for everybody 
from close-up style performances to stage presentations.

http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Li7aUNVwjs
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- 1 pointing zombie hand (specially gimmicked with magnets)
- 1 hanging zombie dad figure (to hang on your back)
- 1 hanging zombie grandma figure (to hang on your back)
- 1 instructional online video

MY THOUGHTS:
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